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ABSTRACT 
An organism’s survival is contingent on its ability to evaluate whether 
environmental cues predict a threat or an opportunity. The amygdala has long 
been studied for its pivotal role in providing an emotional tag to environmental 
stimuli so that individuals can engage in the appropriate behavioural response. 
The amygdala is composed of a collection of nuclei including the basolateral 
(BLA) and central amygdala nuclei (CeA), which have been proposed to 
participate in the formation of memories that link sensory information to aversive 
or rewarding representations, and to provide the output pathway through which 
these memories are translated into behavioural actions, respectively. Although 
previous work has provided a wealth of information on the amygdala circuits that 
govern aversive behaviours, such as avoidance of threats or potentially poisonous 
substances, information on CeA circuits that process appetitive signals is 
incomplete. In this context, this study aimed to decipher the organisation of CeA 
circuits that control feeding and rewarding behaviours. By using a combination 
of behavioural and optogenetic approaches, it was revealed that increase in the 
activity of CeA neurons expressing the serotonin receptor 2a (Htr2a) can 
counteract the anorexigenic effect induced by the activation of protein kinase C 
delta- (PKCδ) expressing neurons. The mechanisms underlying this behaviour 
were untangled by showing that CeAHtr2a neurons promote food consumption and 
positive reinforcement via inhibition of the parabrachial nucleus (PBN) 
(experiments conducted by Amelia M. Douglas). Yet, the question of how the 
appetitive information is relayed onto PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons 
remained. Using recombinant rabies virus technology, I found a reciprocal 
inhibitory interaction between PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons - a 
motif circuit by which they might exert opposing influences on food intake. I 
further examined putative sources of excitatory inputs and demonstrated that 
CeAHtr2a neurons are composed of several subpopulations by virtue of their 
specific presynaptic partners. Those CeAHtr2a neurons projecting to the PBN 
constitute one distinct unit that receives monosynaptic inputs from a specific 
combination of brain nuclei with known roles in reward processing and food 
intake. Interestingly, these regions were found to preferentially innervate CeAHtr2a 
cells compared to CeAPKCδ neurons. In an attempt to further characterize all the 
CeAHtr2a subunits, I obtained preliminary results indicating that sensory 
information from the cortex and thalamus might not directly target CeA 
projection neurons, suggesting that the encoding of the value of a stimulus and 
the instruction of the underlying behaviour to downstream effectors might be 
mediated by two distinct populations of CeA neurons. In summary, this work 
substantially extends our knowledge of the organisation of CeA circuits that 
govern appetitive  and aversive behaviours, and provides insights into how they 
can select output pathways targeting distinct downstream structures depending 
on the pattern of their monosynaptic inputs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
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From an evolutionary stand point, the ultimate goal of an organism is to survive 
long enough to pass on one’s own genetic material to its offsprings. To assist in 
this task, brain programs have evolved to ensure adaptive behavioural responses. 
These behavioural actions can be as elementary as avoiding an imminent danger, 
or as complex as adopting and maintaining appropriate social interactions that 
would increase one’s reproductive chances. To do so, individuals must be able to 
constantly weigh environmental stimuli and decide whether they signal a threat 
or an opportunity.  
Previous work has provided a wealth of information on the neural substrates that 
facilitate these processes. Research has particularly focused on the amygdala, a 
region that is critical to appraise a continuum of positively- (rewarding) and 
negatively- (aversive) valence stimuli and for the formation and storage of 
memories associated with emotional events1,2.  
Initial evidence of the role of the amygdala was reported in 1888 by Brown and 
Schäfer3 and later in 1937 by Klüver and Bucy4 who observed that Rhesus 
Monkeys with an ablation of the temporal lobe that included the amygdala, 
showed a profound alteration in aggression, fear and defensive behaviours. The 
animals were emotionally dulled. 
Later studies took advantage of Pavlovian auditory fear conditioning paradigms 
in rodents5,6 to delve into details of the brain mechanisms underlying these 
behaviours. During auditory fear conditioning, animals are presented with an 
initial neutral conditioned stimulus (CS), typically a tone, paired with an aversive 
unconditioned stimulus (US), usually a mild electrical shock. After a relatively 
small number of tone-shock pairings, the animals will eventually learn that the 
tone precedes the shock, and a fear response will be elicited in the presence of the 
CS only. The amygdala’s function in this paradigm was studied using a range of 
traditional methods to ablate or partially lesion this region and these studies 
robustly demonstrated that animals were no longer able to recognize the CS as a 
fearful stimulus5,6.  
This led to the concept that the amygdala is necessary to provide a value – either 
positive or negative – to sensory information through associative learning so that 
the animal can engage in the appropriate behaviour2. 
Although the amygdala has been extensively studied for its function in mediating 
aversive behaviours, strong evidence supports a role for this region in processing 
positive emotions in addition to negative ones2,7,8. 
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1.1. THE AMYGDALOID COMPLEX 
1.1.1. Nuclei of the amygdaloid complex 
The rodent amygdaloid complex, located in the temporal lobe, is composed of a 
heterogeneous assortment of around a dozen of nuclei depending on the 
nomenclature. Each of these nuclei can be further separated into subdivisions, all 
of which are extensively interconnected. According to the classification of Price 
et al.,9 which was further developed by Swanson and Petrovich10 and 
McDonald11, the amygdaloid complex is classically clustered in three groups 
(Figure 1). The first group constitutes the deep or basolateral complex. Its main 
nuclei, the lateral (LA), basolateral (BLA) and basomedial amygdala (BMA), 
harbour a cortical-like structure but lack the layered anatomical organisation of 
the cortex. They contain projection neurons of a pyramidal type that synthetize 
glutamate, intermingled with GABAergic interneurons. The second set represents 
the superficial group that comprises the cortical (COA) and piriform (PAA) 
amygdala areas to cite a few, and is related to the main and accessory olfactory 
systems. Finally, the centromedial group is composed of the central (CeA), 
medial amygdala (MeA) and the amygdaloid part of the bed nucleus of stria 
terminalis (BNST) and displays striatopallidal-like structure. The CeA classically 
encompasses three parts: the capsular (CeC), lateral (CeL) and medial (CeM) 
(Figure 1). A few additional nuclei do not belong to any of these three categories. 
Among them, the intercalated cell masses (IA), which are small clusters of 
densely packed GABAergic neurons (Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1: Nuclear divisions of the amygdaloid 
complex. Drawing based on Paxinos and Franklin’s 
atlas of a coronal section depicting the three groups 
of the amygdaloid complex:  deep or basolateral 
(blue), superficial (burgundy) and centromedial 
(green). The intercalated cell masses are represented 
in brown. LA, lateral amygdala; BLA, basolateral 
amygdala; BMA, basomedial amygdala; CeL, 
central lateral amygdala; CeC, central capsular 
amygdala; CeM, central medial amygdala; MeA, 
medial amygdala; COA, cortical amygdala area; 
PAA, piriform amygdala area; IA, intercalated 
amygdala nucleus. To simplify the scheme, more 
rostrally located divisions such as the amygdaloid 
part of the BNST, the anterior amygdala area, the 
bed nucleus of the accessory olfactory tract, the 
nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract as well as 
caudally located postpiriform transition area are not 
depicted here. 
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1.1.2. Cyto- and chemoarchitecture of the CeA 
Here, I will focus on the CeA nucleus which is of most relevance to this study. 
The three divisions of the CeA, namely the CeC, CeL and CeM are defined based 
on cytoarchitecture, neurochemistry and connectivity9–11. As the CeL and CeC 
are not easily distinguishable, I further grouped these two subdivisions into one 
that I named CeL/C.  
The CeA is a striatally derived structure originating from the caudal ganglionic 
eminence12 in which the vast majority of CeA neurons exhibit a medium spiny-
like morphology in reference to the striatal neurons13.   
In terms of physiology, three different cell types can be identified based on their 
firing properties: the late firing, regular spiking, and low-threshold bursting 
neurons14. 
Cells from all subdivisions synthesize GABA15 and neuropeptides: such as opioid 
peptides (enkephalins16, dynorphin17), somatostatin (Sst)18, tachykinin 2 (Tac2)19, 
corticotropin-releasing hormone (Crh)20, neurotensin (Nts)18, substance P18, 
orexin/hypocretin21 and cholecystokinin18.  Some of these peptides and others, 
such as calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)22, are also present in the 
incoming axonal terminals of CeA neurons. Like those of the striatum, 
GABAergic neurons of the CeA containing one or more neuropeptides are 
projection neurons23.  
Additionally, CeA neurons express serotonin receptor 2a24 (Htr2a), dopamine 
receptors 1 and 2 (ref: 25), kappa- opioid receptors, mu- opioid receptors and 
delta- opioid receptors26, glucocorticoid receptors27, melanocortin receptor 4 (ref: 
28), oxytocin (OXR), vasopressin receptors29, galanin receptors30, Crh receptors31 
and calcitonin- gene related peptide receptors (CGRPR)25. More recently, a 
population of protein kinase C delta- (PKCδ) expressing neurons has also been 
described32. 
The coexistence of these markers in CeA neurons has been investigated by many 
groups20,32–38. A recent work from Kim et al.,25 proposes that CeL/C comprises 
four major cell populations: the first is composed of CGRPR+ neurons; the 
second consists of PKCδ+ neurons that are CGRPR negative; the third is 
constituted of Sst+ cells; and the fourth contains Crh+, Tac2+ and Nts+ neurons. 
The situation in the CeM is less clear. Here, Sst-, Crh-, Tac2- and Nts- expressing 
cells appear to show very little overlap25.  
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1.2. A FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW OF CEA AFFERENTS AND 
EFFERENTS  
1.2.1. Long-range afferents to the CeA 
Afferents to the CeA can be classified into six different kinds depending of the 
type of information they convey: 1) gustatory, visceral and nociceptive, 2) 
chemosensory, 3) multimodal, 4) contextual, 5) modulatory and 6) feedback 
afferents (Figure 2). 
 
 
Figure 2: Summary of CeA connectivity. Diagrams illustrating the most substantial inputs and 
outputs of the CeA outside of the amygdaloid complex and with regards to the type of information 
conveyed. PBN, parabrachial nucleus; IC, insula cortex; VPMpc, ventral posteromedial nucleus of 
the thalamus, parvicellular part; PVT, paraventricular thalamus; Pir, piriform cortex; Multi. Thal., 
multimodal thalamus; Hipp, hippocampus; Enth, enthorinal cortex; VP, ventral pallidum; SN, 
substantia nigra; VTA, ventral tegmental area; DR, dorsal raphe; LC, locus coeruleus; PAG, 
periaqueductal gray; Hypothalamus, see text for detail on the hypothalamic nuclei connected with 
CeA; PVH; paraventricular hypothalamus; PSTN, parasubthalamic nucleus; NTS, nucleus of the 
solitary tract; PRN, pontine reticular nucleus; BNST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. 
Gustatory, visceral and nociceptive afferents 
The CeA is innervated by ascending sensory afferents relaying gustatory, 
visceroceptive and nociceptive information. This information reaches the CeA 
via two different routes: a direct one originating in the parabrachial nucleus 
(PBN), and an indirect one from the gustatory and visceral thalamus and the 
insula cortices (IC)39 (Figure 2). These pathways have been proposed to be 
engaged in various learning tasks in which a particular taste is linked to past 
consequences of its ingestion or in the formation of associations between tastants, 
gustatory and visceral sensations together with auditory, visual and 
somatosensory stimuli39,40. These processes are extremely important as they allow 
organisms to use environmental cues to predict food availability or in other 
circumstances, to promote avoidance behaviour toward potentially poisonous 
nutrients. 
In the PBN, subpopulations of neurons encode taste41,42, pain43,44, sodium 
intake45,46, appetite suppression47,48, respiration49 and thermosensation50. Notably, 
PBN neurons are activated during aversive visceral states such as nausea51 and 
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by hormones that promote satiety52,53 and stomach distention54,55. In the lateral 
division of the PBN (lPBN), a substantial proportion of these neurons express 
CGRP56,57. Additionally, CGRP cells strongly project to the CeA58 and this 
connection has been shown to promote anorexia induced by stressful stimuli57 
and to convey pain-related information that is sufficient to create aversive 
memories37. While in the lPBN, CGRP+ neurons send axonal projections to the 
CeC and to a lesser extent the CeL; the medial division (mPBN) appears to 
preferentially contact the CeM59, although the relevance of this connection has 
not yet been revealed. 
From the PBN, gustatory and visceral information are relayed to the gustatory 
thalamus (ventral posteromedial nucleus of the thalamus, parvicellular part: 
VPMpc), visceroceptive thalamus (paraventricular (PVT), interanteromedial and 
central medial nuclei) and the IC, including the gustatory cortex39, which all 
project to the CeA60–63 (Figure 2).  Although connections between the gustatory 
thalamus and the CeA have not been studied in detail, projections from the IC to 
the CeA have been recently demonstrated to mediate associative learning that a 
non-gustatory stimulus (in this case an auditory cue) predicts an aversive taste so 
that animals can exhibit avoidance responses to unpleasant substances64. 
Chemosensory afferents 
The CeA receives chemosensory afferents mostly from the piriform cortex (Pir.)65 
which mediates sensory processing of odours and pheromones66 (Figure 2).  
Multimodal inputs 
The CeA is also the target of the multimodal thalamic nuclei (Multi. Thal.) 
(Figure 2) including the medial geniculate nucleus (medial and dorsal part), 
subparafascicular thalamic nucleus (parvicellular part), suprageniculate thalamic 
nucleus, and peripeduncular nucleus which gathers auditory, visual and 
somatosensory information from different parts of the brain62,67. 
Contextual information 
The hippocampal formation including the hippocampal region60,68, the 
subiculum60,69 (Hipp.) and entorhinal cortex60,70 (Enth.) also innervate the CeA 
(Figure 2). As memories of aversive events are linked to the context in which 
they are formed, the hippocampal formation has been shown to convey spatial 
and contextual information. Indeed, using in vivo Ca2+ imaging in freely 
behaving animals, Xu et al.,71 showed that the activity of ventral hippocampal 
neurons was upregulated after animals entered the context in which the fear 
memory was learned. Moreover, they demonstrated that a subset of these ventral 
hippocampal neurons project onto CeA cells and that this connection is necessary 
during context-dependent retrieval of fear memories.  
Modulatory influence 
Modulatory inputs onto CeA emanate from neurochemically defined centres such 
as: the ventral pallidum (VP)72, parabigeminal, laterodorsal tegmental and 
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pedunculopontine cell groups73 that harbour populations of cholinergic neurons; 
the substantia nigra (SN) and ventral tegmental area (VTA)74 that contain 
dopaminergic cells; the dorsal raphe (DR)75 that produces serotonin and the locus 
coeruleus (LC)76 that synthesizes noradrenaline (Figure 2). These afferents may 
play a role in attentional processing77,78. 
As seen in the previous section (1.1.2. Cyto- and chemoarchitecture of the CeA), 
CeA neurons also express corticosteroid receptors, such as  glucocorticoid 
receptors27, raising the possibility that the behavioural responses executed by 
CeA efferents may be influenced by stress-induced levels of corticosteroids.  
Additionally, neuromodulators including those regulating the melanocortin 
system or opioid signalling, have been shown to affect food intake when injected 
into the CeA79–83.  
Feedback afferents from effector centres 
Finally, the CeA receives feedback inputs from the effector regions that it sends 
efferents to, namely, the hypothalamus84 and ventro-lateral periaqueductal gray 
(vlPAG)84 (Figure 2). In the hypothalamus, input cells originate from the 
supraoptic nucleus, ventromedial hypothalamus, lateral hypothalamus (LH), 
dorsomedial hypothalamus, paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVH), 
parasubthalamic nucleus (PSTN), preoptic nucleus and posterior hypothalamus84. 
Of note, afferents from the PBN59 can also be interpreted as feedback projections.  
1.2.2. Long range efferents of the CeA 
The CeA gathers sensory information from a diverse set of afferents and after 
complex local computations, broadcasts this information to three principal output 
pathways: 1) feedback projections to the sources of its sensory inputs, 2) 
endocrine, autonomic and motor-related outputs and 3) modulatory influence 
(Figure 2). 
Feedback projections 
The CeA maintains reciprocal connections with those thalamic nuclei that it 
receives afferents from (mostly the PVT)85 (Figure 2). These feedback efferents 
suggest a function of the CeA in controlling the activity of the cortex by 
modulating its inputs. In addition, the CeA strongly innervates the lateral and 
medial part of the PBN23,86 which has been proposed to modulate gustatory-
evoked activity by shaping the response profiles of PBN cells87,88 (Figure 2). 
Endocrine, autonomic and motor-related outputs 
The CeA sends efferents to the hypothalamus mostly in the dorsolateral part, 
PVH,  LH and PSTN89 (Figure 2). In the context of fear conditioning, as lesions 
of the LH disrupt arterial pressure90, projections from the CeA to LH have been 
proposed to activate the sympathetic autonomic nervous system.  
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Additionally, descending projections from the CeA reach the vlPAG91 in the 
midbrain and this connection triggers conditioned-fear-induced freezing 
responses90,92. The CeA also projects to the rostrolateral PAG which is necessary 
for prey-hunting behaviour93,94 (Figure 2).  
More caudally, it extends projections to the reticular formation (pontine reticular 
nucleus: PRN)95, a connection that has been recently shown to mediate biting 
attack during hunting behaviour94 (Figure 2). Finally, projections to the nucleus 
of the solitary tract (NTS) (Figure 2)  which is connected with the vagal complex 
(DVC)23,96, influence cardiovascular activity during emotional states97,98. 
Modulatory influence 
The CeA provides inputs to monoaminergic groups such as the SN99 and the 
VTA100 (dopamine), the LC99 (noradrenaline) and the DR101 (serotonin) (Figure 
2). Additionally, it has outputs toward the cholinergic neurons of the VP102,103 
which in turn innervates large regions of the forebrain (Figure 2). Rather than 
providing a fast excitation similar to glutamatergic transmission, afferents to 
modulatory centres may affect information processing over large neuronal 
networks. 
1.2.3. Intrinsic connections 
All nuclei of the amygdala are extensively interconnected. The most prominent 
amygdala’s inputs to the CeA emanate from the BMA, BLA posterior (BLAp) 
and to a lesser extent anterior (BLAa) division104,105, the IA106,107 and the 
postpirirform transition areas60. 
Additionally, the BNST that belongs at least partially to the central extended 
amygdala exhibit high reciprocal connections with the CeA108 (Figure 2). 
1.3. CIRCUITS FOR DEFENSIVE BEHAVIOURS 
Pavlovian fear conditioning is a highly replicable behavioural paradigm which 
has proven itself extremely powerful to study the amygdala circuits governing 
defensive behaviours. Conditioned animals typically exhibit a freezing behaviour 
(period of immobility) in response to the CS, which is the most common 
measured index of fear memory formation. The amygdala nuclei important in this 
task, the LA, BLA and CeA are a combination of cortex-like and striatum-like 
structures109, which raises the questions of where the memory is stored and which 
structures participate in the expression of the behaviour. 
A widely accepted model of LA-BLA-CeA function1,109 describes a serial 
organisation of the information flow within these nuclei. LA is considered the 
primary sensory input station to the amygdala, as auditory, somatosensory and 
nociceptive information converges in this region110,111. LA neurons project to the 
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BLA division and it is thought that sensory information is relayed from LA to 
BLA105. Both LA and BLA contact directly and indirectly via the intercalated 
masses CeL/C neurons, but projections from CeL/C to LA and BLA are weak or 
do not exist112,113. Finally, CeL/C neurons modulate the activity of CeM effector 
cells via monosynaptic inputs but this connection is not reciprocated102,114,115.  
In this traditional yet simplified model, LA and BLA are the sites where 
associations between CS and US are formed to produce fear memory and the CeA 
is the main output centre where these associations will be turned into an 
appropriate behavioural response1,109. However, this network arrangement has 
been heavily challenged as several lines of research have now proposed that the 
CeA does not merely serve as an output pathway, but is also important for fear 
learning115,36 (see below).  
1.3.1. Acquisition of conditioned fear 
Synaptic plasticity and formation of CS-US associations in the LA and BLA 
There is a general agreement that LA is the primary site of synaptic plasticity for 
the acquisition of Pavlovian fear. According to the cellular hypothesis of auditory 
fear conditioning116–118, afferents carrying information about the auditory cue 
(CS) in the LA are weak before conditioning so the CS alone would not induce a 
fear response. However, after repeated exposure to tone-shock (CS-US) pairings, 
convergent information about the CS and US onto LA neurons would lead to 
enhanced strength of their excitatory synapses carrying CS information. After this 
Hebbian plasticity process has occurred, potentiated LA cells would be able to 
recruit downstream effectors of the fear response in the presence of the CS alone. 
As a result, the auditory cue could drive fear behaviour in the absence of the 
electric shock. These synaptic changes have been proposed to underlie the 
acquisition and storage of fear memory. 
In support of this model, selective lesions of the LA disrupt the acquisition of 
conditioned fear5,6,119. Additionally, the use of in vivo recordings of single units 
in the LA revealed that LA neurons increase their firing rates in response to both 
tone and shock stimulations110 providing compelling evidence that auditory (CS) 
and somatosensory (US) information converge onto these neurons. Finally, 
extracellular and intracellular recordings both in vivo and in slice preparations 
demonstrated that CS-evoked responses increase in LA after conditioning120 and 
that LA neurons integrating inputs from auditory thalamus and somatosensory 
cortex present potentiation of their excitatory synapses121,122. LA neurons project 
to the BLA and as it was initially shown for the LA, BLA cells123, as well as CeM-
projecting BLA cells124, exhibit enhancement of CS-evoked responses during fear 
learning.  
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Synaptic plasticity in CeA during fear learning 
Although the LA and BLA are conceptualized as the main sites of synaptic 
plasticity for the acquisition of Pavlovian fear, new findings support a role for the 
CeL/C in this process.  
In their seminal work, Ciocchi et al.,115 revealed that acute inactivation of the 
CeL/C but not the CeM resulted in an impairment of the acquisition of 
conditioned freezing. This indicated that activity-dependent plasticity in the 
CeL/C instructs the formation of conditioned fear memory115. Following up on 
these findings, Li et al.,36 showed that as a result of fear conditioning, Sst-
expressing CeA neurons exhibit potentiation of their LA excitatory synapses. 
Notably, this synaptic plasticity can be blocked by inhibition of the posterior PVT 
(pPVT) which plays a role in acquisition and maintenance of fear memory125,126.  
Formation of CS-US associations in the CeA 
Although there is no evidence of coincident occurrences of CS and US 
information onto single CeL/C cells, it appears that neurons in this nucleus have 
the necessary connections to contribute to the formation of CS-US associations. 
For instance, CeA neurons receive strong afferents from the IC63 and PBN59 that 
bypass the LA and may respectively carry CS and US information.  
Supporting this view, inputs from the IC to CeL/C are essential to adopt an 
avoidance response to a cue that predicts an unpleasant taste, and optogenetic 
activation of this connection is sufficient to drive learning of such avoidance 
behaviour64. 
The relevance of PBN inputs for learning about aversive events has also been 
recently examined. A distinct subset of lPBN neurons that express CGRP was 
shown to encode a pain-like signal during threat learning37. lPBNCGRP neurons 
strongly project to neurons in the CeL/C that express the CGRP receptor 
(CGRPR) and this connection was proposed to carry a US teaching signal which 
is sufficient to generate both context and CS dependent memories37. 
In essence, these findings support the view that fear conditioning produces 
synaptic plasticity mechanisms that are necessary to establish a fear memory. 
Clearly, the necessity of a serial model of LA-BLA-CeA function is questioned 
as CeA plays a role in the task of fear memory acquisition and may do so in 
association or independently of the BLA complex. 
1.3.2. Expression of conditioned fear 
The CeA and in particular, the CeM, supply most amygdala projections to the 
brainstem nuclei that generate the behavioural and visceral correlates of 
conditioned fear23,90,118. This implies that information about the CS should be 
transmitted from the LA onto CeM effector cells. However, as the LA does not 
project to the CeM directly105,127, CS-evoked responses in LA neurons have been 
proposed to reach the CeM via two indirect routes. The first one involves a 
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projection from the BLA to the CeM and is thought to provide a glutamatergic 
excitation onto CeM neurons. The second one consists of GABAergic inputs from 
CeL/C inhibitory cells (Figure 3 in dark blue).  
 
 
Figure 3: Model of LA-BLA-CeA circuits for aversive behaviours including conditioned fear 
(dark blue), conditioned flight (cyan), innate fear (brown), anxiety (light blue), and anorexia 
(green). Information about the aversive CS is relayed from LA cells onto CeM neurons by means 
of two different routes (dark blue). One path originates from BLA glutamatergic cells. The other 
involves excitation of CeL”On”/Sst-expressing neurons which inhibit CeL”Off”/PKCδ-expressing 
cells, therefore releasing the inhibition on CeM neurons. Increase in both CeL”On” and CeM 
neuron activities finally drives the freezing reaction via inhibition of the vlPAG. Modulation of 
blood pressure and heart rate occurs via projections from CeM neurons to LH and DVC 
respectively. In the CeL, mutual inhibition (cyan) between Sst- and Crh-expressing neurons also 
serves as a switch between active and passive fear responses.  Alternatively, innate fear-inducing 
odorants inhibit the activity of Htr2a-expressing neurons (brown) which correlates with an increase 
in dPAG activity and innate fear behaviour, although the pathway involved remains unknown. The 
CeA can also mediate an anorexigenic response following exposure to cues that signal satiety or 
bacterial infection, a process that is dependent on projections from lPBNCGRP neurons to CeAPKCδ 
cells. Finally, all interactions between the LA, BLA and CeA do not merely promote aversive 
behaviours, as the excitation of CeL cells by BLA neurons has been shown to reduce anxiety. BLA, 
basolateral amygdala; CeC, central amygdala, capsular division; CeL, central amygdala, lateral 
division; CeM, central amygdala, medial division; DVC, dorsal vagal complex; LA, lateral 
amygdala; LH, lateral hypothalamus; lPBN, lateral parabrachial nucleus; dPAG, dorsal 
periaqueductal gray; vlPAG, ventro-lateral periaqueductal gray. 
From BLA to CeM 
The BLA is involved in the acquisition and expression of conditioned fear128,129 
and disruption of the connections between BLA and CeA abolishes conditional 
freezing130. Remarkably, those BLA neurons that project to the CeM specifically 
increase their firing rates to a CS that has been paired with an aversive event131 
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and optogenetic excitation of CeM-projecting BLA neurons promotes place 
aversion124. Together, this supports the idea that the BLA relays negative-valence 
information to the CeM (Figure 3 in dark blue).  
CeL/C disinhibitory circuits to control CeM output 
Although CeL/C neurons have the necessary connections to control the activity 
of CeM effector cells102,114, they initially appear to be unlikely candidates for this 
function as they presumably promote inhibition of CeM neurons.  
Ciocchi et al.,115 resolved the organisation of CeL/C networks that lead to an 
increase of CeM firing rates. In vivo recordings of single units showed that in 
conditioned mice, exposure to the CS produces two distinct patterns of activity 
in CeL/C neurons. While 30% of the cells present an increase in their activity 
(CeL”On”), 25% show a decrease (CeL”Off”). Interestingly, the latency of 
activation of the CeL “On” unit was shorter than that of the inhibition of the CeL 
“Off” unit, indicating that CS-evoked responses first activated CeL “On” 
neurons, which in turn inhibited CeL “Off” cells. Additionally, CeL/C 
unidirectionally project to CeM and about 80% of CeM neurons exhibited an 
increase in their CS-evoked excitability after conditioning. This series of 
experiments support a model in which conditioned fear responses arise following 
activation of CeL ”On” neurons which in turn inhibit the CeL “Off” unit. In the 
basal condition, CeL “Off” neurons tonically inhibit CeM output cells, so 
inhibition of CeL “Off” cells facilitates CS-evoked fear responses in CeM 
neurons through disinhibition (Figure 3 in dark blue).  
In an accompanying study, Haubensak et al.,32 demonstrated that CeL”Off” unit 
corresponds to PKCδ-expressing neurons (Figure 3 in dark blue). They showed 
that CeAPKCδ neurons represent the majority of the CeL/C cells that project to the 
CeM and, using channelrhodopsin-assisted circuit mapping technique132, 
revealed that they monosynaptically inhibit PAG-projecting CeM neurons. More 
importantly, inhibition of PKCδ+ cells during the retrieval of fear memory 
strongly reduces the tonic activity of the CeL “Off” unit but did not affect CeL 
“On” cells. Consistent with this, PKCδ+ neurons express the oxytocin receptor32 
and release of endogenous oxytocin in the CeL/C reduces conditioned freezing133. 
The question of how information about the CS is conveyed onto CeL”On” 
neurons was addressed by a different group who found that LA neurons form 
functional excitatory synapses on CeASst cells36. In particular, not only fear 
conditioning enhances synaptic drive onto Sst+ at the level of LA synapses, but 
this experience-dependent plasticity may also be the neuronal substrate of fear 
memory36. Indeed, reversible silencing of Sst+ neurons in CeA during the 
acquisition phase of fear conditioning resulted in an attenuation of conditioned 
freezing, while optogenetic activation of the same neurons elicited unconditioned 
freezing behaviour36. Additionally, CeL/CSst neurons do not project to the CeM 
and do not monosynaptically inhibit CeM neurons that project to the PAG36, in 
agreement with the model that PKCδ+ neurons are the source of inhibition onto 
CeM outputs. Complementing these findings, Sst+ neurons were recently 
shown134,135 to exhibit elevated firing rates to the CS which together, supports the 
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notion that Sst+ neurons correspond to the CeL”On” unit1,2 (Figure 3 in dark 
blue). 
Nonetheless, this model was recently disputed by Kim et al.,25 who disproved that 
CeASst neurons are mediators of the fear response. They proposed an alternative 
view, in which CGRPR+ in the CeC and PKCδ+ neurons in the CeL represent 
the opposing CeL “On” and CeL “Off” units. In fact, consistent with CeL “ON” 
unit properties, CGRPR+ neurons elicit and are required for defensive behaviours 
and are activated by stimuli that promote defensive behaviours25. 
From CeA to hypothalamic, midbrain and brainstem structures 
The CeM is generally regarded as the main output station for the expression of 
conditioned fear as CeM projection neurons innervate various structures in the 
hypothalamus and brainstem that are thought to orchestrate the endocrine, 
autonomic and motor-related aspects of the fear response23,90,118. These efferents 
include projections to the vlPAG which mediate the fear-induced freezing 
response90,92, to the DVC which modulates cardiovascular response97,98, and the 
LH which affects blood pressure90 (Figure 3 in dark blue). Remarkably Viviani 
et al.,98 showed that CeM neurons projecting to two different brainstem nuclei 
are contacted by molecularly distinct CeL/C populations. Indeed, CeM cells that 
project to the PAG receive afferents from oxytocin receptor-expressing neurons, 
while CeM neurons projecting to the DVC are innervated by oxytocin receptor 
negative neurons (Figure 3 in dark blue). Although CeM projections are more 
prominent, CeL/C neurons also innervate these structures102,103,136 , and CeL/C 
efferents to the PAG (Figure 3 in dark blue) and PVT exhibit synaptic plasticity 
as a result of fear conditioning137, indicating that projection neurons in the CeL/C 
may take part in the execution of the fear response. 
In summary, here I describe two routes that lead to an increase in CeM neuron 
excitability, and involve excitatory inputs from BLA cells and disinhibitory 
inputs from CeL/C networks. Of note, one study has provided preliminary data 
that BLA neurons that excite CeM cells are distinct from BLA neurons that 
contact CeL/C cells138. Finally, the latest evidence revises the view of the CeM 
as the primary output station of the amygdala and indicates that distinct parallel 
routes from the CeM and CeL/C may contribute to fear related-behaviours137. 
Passive versus active fear responses 
The most common readout of fear conditioning is a freezing reaction which is 
defined as a passive response to an imminent and predictable threat. Nonetheless, 
rodents can display a diverse array of behavioural strategies depending on the 
proximity and intensity of the threat, such as an active escape response. 
To study whether the expression of passive and active defensive responses 
engage the same cellular substrates in the CeA, Fadok et al.,134 established a 
conditioning paradigm in which mice show a freezing response to a tone and an 
escape response (flight) to a white noise. Consistent with the properties of the 
CeL”On” unit, they found that Sst+ neurons were activated concomitantly to the 
freezing response but were surprisingly inhibited during the flight response.  
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What inputs may be responsible for this phenomenon? In vivo single unit-
recording revealed that Crh+ neurons exhibited a preferential excitability rate 
during the flight response, while their activity was suppressed during the freezing 
response. Moreover, optogenetic inhibition of Crh+ neurons but not PKCδ+ or 
Sst+ neurons abolished the conditioned flight behaviour, while photoactivation 
of these neurons was sufficient to switch the behavioural response from passive 
freezing towards escape defensive behaviour. Crh+ and Sst+ neurons were found 
to mutually inhibit each other - a circuit mechanism that could allow a shift 
between different behavioural programs134,135 (Figure 3 in cyan). 
1.3.3. Beyond conditioned fear in the CeA 
Fear conditioning has been extensively used to decipher the circuits underlying 
associative learning. Yet, fear responses can be innate and are thought to engage 
distinct circuits in the CeA. Additionally, when fear is generated in response to a 
stimulus that does not predict an aversive outcome, we refer to fear 
generalization; a defining feature of anxiety disorders. Finally, as animals show 
defensive behaviours in front of a predator, they are able to show similar 
avoidance responses to a potentially poisonous substance. Below, I will describe 
how genetically distinct populations of CeA neurons play critical roles in the 
aforementioned aversive states. 
Innate fear 
Predators or aggressive members of the same species can promote defensive 
behaviours which do not depend on past experience of the animal. These innate 
fear-induced cues can be experienced at the same time as learned fear-induced 
cues, raising the question of how these two stimuli compete at the level of the 
amygdala. Isosaka et al.,38 modelled a natural situation in which food-deprived 
mice choose between overcoming their innate fear or learned fear in order to get 
a food reward. Learned fear was induced using a traditional fear conditioning 
paradigm in which the animal learned that an odour (CS) predicted an electrical 
shock (US) while innate fear was elicited using an optimised version of the TMT 
compound, a component of fox faeces. In this paradigm, mice choose to get 
exposed to the learned fear-induced odour rather than the innate fear-induced one, 
in order to approach and consume a food reward, indicating that innate fear could 
be prioritized over learned fear. A combination of immediate-early gene 
expression analysis, reversible inactivation of the CeA and drug screenings 
revealed that Htr2a+ neurons in the CeA might be involved in regulating the 
hierarchy between learned and innate fear behaviours. In fact, optogenetic 
inhibition of CeAHtr2a neurons resulted in an increase in the innate fear response 
but in a decrease in learned fear while photoexcitation of these neurons promoted 
the opposite behaviour. Monitoring CeAHtr2a neuron activity using the GCAMP 
signal as a proxy showed that CeAHtr2a neuron activity is inhibited by innate 
odorants only. This led to the conclusion that downregulation of CeAHtr2a neuron 
activity induces an increase in innate fear behaviour and a decrease in learned-
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fear behaviour (Figure 3 in brown) suggesting that a population of CeA neurons 
can act as a hierarchy generator between defensive responses. Subsequent 
experiments revealed that while the learned-freezing response is modulated by 
the vlPAG, the innate-freezing response is controlled by the dorsal PAG (dPAG) 
and that inhibition of CeAHtr2a neurons induces an upregulation of immediate 
early gene expression in the dPAG. As anatomical connections between CeAHtr2a 
neurons and dPAG have not been investigated yet, the circuit leading to dPAG 
increase in activity remains unresolved.  
Anxiety 
Because mice feel anxious in open spaces, anxiety is commonly studied in 
laboratories by measuring the time spent in the open arms of the elevated-plus 
maze (EPM) and the centre of the open-field (OF)139. To investigate the 
contribution of the BLA to CeA projections in anxiety-related behaviours Tye et 
al.,138 optogenetically activated the axonal projections of BLA neurons in the CeL 
during EPM and OF tests. As a result, mice spent more time in the OF and the 
probability of open-arm entry from the maze centre was increased. Thus 
glutamatergic excitation of CeL neurons by BLA cells not only mediates 
conditioned fear expression, but can also produce an anxiolytic effect (Figure 3 
in light blue). Tye et al., attributed this effect to feed-forward inhibition of CeM 
cells by CeL neurons. 
Anxiety disorders can also be interpreted as a consequence of fear generalization 
in which the discrimination between a CS that has been paired with a US (CS+) 
and a non-paired CS (CS-) is strongly diminished. Following the idea that fear 
generalization is associated with an increase in tonic activity of PKCδ+ neurons115 
Botta et al.,140 revealed that optogenetic activation of CeAPKCδ neurons during the 
retrieval of fear memory leads to an increase in the ratio of freezing to CS-/CS+. 
Photoactivation of PKCδ+ neurons also decreased the time spent in the open arm 
of an EPM and in the centre of the OF. Thus in the CeA, two populations of 
neurons138,140 coexist that modulate anxiety-related behaviours in opposite 
directions. Further experiments will be needed in order to define how they 
interact. 
Anorexia 
The consumption of appropriate food is contingent to an organism’s survival. 
Thus, animals learn to associate the physical properties of a substance (taste, 
texture, odour and colour) with contextual and spatial environmental cues and the 
gustatory consequences of its consumption. They are then capable of using these 
cues during foraging to guide them to approach or avoid certain substances. 
Lithium chloride (LiCl) is an agent that, when administered to rodents, mimics 
the consumption of bacterial toxins and promotes anorexia40. CGRP+ neurons in 
the lPBN have been found to mediate the effect of this anorexigenic agent57. 
lPBNCGRP neurons are activated by LiCl, and optogenetic activation of these 
neurons strongly supresses food intake. Interestingly, while pharmacogenetic 
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inhibition of these cells does not affect food consumption in basal conditions, it 
does significantly overcome the anorexigenic effect of LiCl injection. 
When investigating the relevant connections mediating this behaviour, Palmiter 
and colleagues observed dense lPBNCGRP innervations in the CeC. Furthermore, 
both selective activation and inhibition of lPBNCGRP projections in the CeA 
recapitulated the behaviour observed during functional manipulation of whole 
CGRP+ cell bodies (Figure 3 in green). 
The molecular identity of CeA cells mediating this behaviour was identified in a 
later study141. Cai et al., showed that CeAPKCδ neurons integrate multiple 
anorexigenic signals and lie downstream of lPBNCGRP neurons (Figure 3 in 
green). Consistent with the study of Carter et al.,57 optogenetic activation of 
PKCδ+ neurons dramatically reduces food consumption, while pharmacogenetic 
inhibition of their activity is sufficient to rescue the effect of LiCl injection. 
CeAPKCδ efferents can be seen within the CeA itself and the BNST, but only 
reversible inactivation of whole CeA activity supresses the inhibitory influence 
of CeAPKCδ activity upon food intake. This suggests that CeAPKCδ neurons may 
exert their influence on feeding via inhibition of a distinct population in the CeA. 
Consistent with these findings, functional manipulation of PKCδ-negative 
neurons in the CeA triggered, at least partially, an opposite behaviour on food 
intake.  
As such, the literature to date suggests that a projection from lPBNCGRP neurons 
to CeAPKCδ neurons mediates feeding stop anorexia and malaise when eating 
conditions are unfavourable. In addition to lPBN inputs, Cai et al., demonstrated 
that CeAPKCδ cells are innervated by IC and BLA. Convergence of inputs from 
these regions may serve for CS-US associations in the CeA as described in the 
introduction (1.3.1. Acquisition of conditioned fear) and thus promote learning 
that specific tastes are intrinsically aversive.  
In conclusion, recent findings have substantially extended our knowledge of the 
CeA’s functions and argue in favour of the existence of multiple parallel 
inhibitory circuits that regulate distinct behaviours related to aversive states. 
1.4. REPRESENTATION OF REWARD IN THE AMYGDALA 
Over the past decades, the dominance of fear conditioning as a model to study 
associative learning biased the view that the amygdala primarily plays a role in 
fear learning. The role of the amygdala in processing positive affect came to light 
when the same lesions previously known to prevent conditioned responses to 
fear-predicting cues were also found to impair learning that a conditioned 
stimulus signals a rewarding outcome8,142–146.  
Classical Pavlovian appetitive conditioning in which the animal learns that a 
conditioned stimulus (CS) predicts a reward (US) is one paradigm that is 
commonly used in many laboratories. The observed behaviours involve 
consummatory conditioned responses that are associated with the US such as 
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chewing, licking and approach to the food cup, in the case of a food reward. 
Conditioned responses that are independent of the nature of the reinforcer but are 
associated with the CS, such as rearing, orientation, or startle represent 
preparatory responses8,147. In a different setting referred as operant or 
instrumental conditioning, the animal learns to actively perform a task, typically 
press a lever or nose poke, in order to receive a reinforcer (reward). The resulting 
behaviours can be divided into two different phases: the approach and nose 
poking behaviours, which belong to the appetitive phase; and the consummatory 
phase of food intake.  
Current evidence suggests that both the BLA and CeA are involved in these two 
paradigms8. However, in contrast to studies of aversive learning that rely on a 
serial model of BLA and CeA function, studies of reward-based behaviours 
suggest that these two nuclei operate in parallel to control distinct aspects of 
emotional learning8. For example, in the Pavlovian appetitive conditioning 
situation, while lesions of the BLA specifically impair consummatory responses, 
lesions of the CeA produce a deficit in the acquisition of preparatory responses 
without affecting consummatory behaviours8,142–146 (Figure 4). 
1.4.1. Encoding of reward stimuli in the CeA 
Early lesion studies supported a role for the CeA in preparatory conditioning and 
proposed that it encodes a general representation of the motivational properties 
of the reinforcer8,142,145,148.  
Modern studies that capitalized on the temporal specificity of optogenetics have 
refined the role of this region in producing pleasure and reward. Robinson et 
al.,149 followed by Warlow et al.,150 have recently demonstrated that pairing 
optogenetic activation of the CeA with earning one reward increases the 
motivation to work for this particular reward over another equal one in a two 
choice instrumental conditioning paradigm. Interestingly, CeA photostimulation 
on its own was not positively reinforcing and had no effect in the absence of the 
external reward, indicating that the observed behaviour could not be attributed to 
a general increase in the motivational state. Therefore the CeA was proposed to 
function by increasing the incentive value of an external reward149,150, a process 
that could be mediated by connections with the ventromedial-prefrontal cortex 
(vmPFC)151 (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Model of CeA’s function in appetitive behaviours. During an appetitive task, the BLA 
controls consummatory responses while the CeA is essential for the preparatory tasks. The CeA 
acts by increasing the motivation to work for a particular reinforcer through amplifying its incentive 
value; a phenomenon that appears to be dependent of CeA projections to the vmPFC. Nonetheless, 
a role for the CeA in the consummatory phase of appetitive behaviours cannot be ruled out, as 
projections to the PRN were found to promote mastication. Additionally, the CeA harbours 
populations of valence-selective neurons. Indeed, appetitive cues, such as food and water, drive 
excitation of CeLSst and CeLCrh,Nts,Tac2 as well as CeMNts, CeMSst and CeMTac2 neurons whose 
activity is intrinsically rewarding and critical for water consumption (in bordeaux). On the contrary, 
CeCPKCδ neurons encode negatively valenced information and their anorexigenic function (in green) 
occurs via inhibition of a population of PKCδ negative neurons suggesting that an unidentified 
population of CeA neurons might promote food intake (in orange). All functionally defined CeA 
populations receive monosynaptic inputs from positively-valenced BLAPpp1r1b neurons while 
negatively valenced BLARspo2 neurons selectively target CeCPKCδ cells. BLA, basolateral amygdala; 
CeC, central amygdala, capsular division; CeL, central amygdala, lateral division; CeM, central 
amygdala, medial division; vmPFC, ventromedial-prefrontal cortex; PBN, lateral parabrachial 
nucleus; PRN, pontine reticular nucleus. 
Although these studies made it clear that the CeA can intensify the motivation to 
work for a reward during the preparatory phase, they do not completely rule out 
the possibility that it might also provide a motor output for the consumption of 
this reward. Possible evidence for a role of the CeA in the consummatory phase 
comes from a study on hunting behaviour94. CeA coordinates cervical and 
mandibular musculatures via projections to the PRN, and optogenetic activation 
of CeA axons in this nucleus elicits fictive feeding behaviour and sustained 
mastication, although it does not promote food consumption (Figure 4). Thus, 
the CeA appears to have the necessary connections to control food intake. 
Whether this connection plays a role in the consummatory phase of appetitive 
learning, nonetheless, remains to be addressed. 
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1.4.2. Populations of valence-selective neurons in the CeA 
The finding that the CeA can mediate both appetitive and aversive behaviours 
raises the question of how this region processes stimuli of opposite valence. A 
simple hypothesis relies on the existence of valence selective neurons in the CeA 
so that neurons that are excited by reward-predicting cues do not respond to fear-
predicting cues and vice versa. 
One of the initial indications of a segregation of positive- and negative-valence 
signals in the CeA came from a study152 that took advantage of the distinct time 
courses of c-fos mRNA and c-fos protein production to visualize, in the same 
animal, CeA cells that have been activated by two distinct cues. Using this 
experimental setup, Xiu et al.,152 were able to show that CeA neurons that respond 
to appetitive and aversive cues are segregated in different parts of the CeA. 
Yet, the work of Cai et al.,141 on cessation of appetitive behaviour provided the 
first clues for the existence of a distinct subset of CeA neurons that positively 
regulate appetitive behaviour. As described earlier, (1.3.3. Beyond conditioned 
fear in the CeA) Cai et al., demonstrated that signals conveying visceral malaise, 
nausea and satiety converge on CeAPKCδ neurons causing strong anorexia (Figure 
4, in green). When probing the output targets responsible for this effect, they 
found that inhibition of a population of PKCδ negative neurons was responsible 
for the anorexigenic function of CeAPKCδ cells, suggesting that an unidentified 
population of CeA neurons may exert an opposite influence on food intake 
(Figure 4, in orange). 
Building on these results, Kim et al.,25 screened seven molecularly and spatially 
defined groups of CeA cells for their role in promoting appetitive behaviours. 
Functional characterization of these clusters using a combination of c-fos 
expression and optogenetic stimulation and inhibition, confirmed that PKCδ+ 
neurons encode negative-valence information although their function might differ 
depending on their location in the CeA. Whereas CeCPKCδ are responsible for 
driving defensive behaviours, PKCδ neurons located in the CeL seem to act as 
inhibitors of appetitive behaviours. More importantly, they could identify subsets 
of CeA cells that are positive mediators of appetitive behaviours. Specifically, 
CeLSst and CeLCrh,Nts,Tac2 as well as CeMNts, CeMSst and CeMTac2 (Figure 4, in 
pink) respond to appetitive cues such as food and water. Their activity is 
intrinsically rewarding, as it can elicit self-reinforcement and is needed for 
drinking behaviour. Which brain structures may provide CeA cells with 
rewarding information? Kim et al., laid groundwork by suggesting that valence 
selective neurons of the BLA153 unequally project onto positive- and negative-
valence CeA neurons. While positively valenced BLAPpp1r1b neurons can 
monosynaptically excite all populations of CeA neurons, negatively valenced 
BLARspo2 cells specifically contact CeCPKCδ neurons (Figure 4). 
In conclusion, in addition to gating the acquisition and expression of conditioned 
fear, the CeA plays a role in modulating appetitive behaviours possibly by 
increasing the “wanting” of a reward. Whether the positive mediators of 
appetitive behaviours identified by Kim et al., work in a similar fashion, remains 
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to be investigated. Finally, in contrast to the work carried out on aversive 
conditioning, very little is known about how rewarding information flows within 
the CeA. This includes the identity of the inputs that trigger an increase in activity 
of positive-valence CeA neurons as well as the underlying downstream structures 
mediating CeA function in appetitive behaviours. 
1.5. MONOSYNAPTIC CIRCUIT TRACING USING RECOMBINANT 
RABIES VIRUS TECHNOLOGY 
The finding that distinct groups of neurons encode signals of opposite valence in 
the CeA naturally leads to the question whether these populations are integrated 
into segregated circuits. Although a certain degree of overlap can be expected in 
the CeA microcircuits, identifying the pattern of inputs to functionally distinct 
neurons might help to predict whether they are likely to mediate rewarding or 
aversive behaviour. Hence, a critical step toward understanding the logic in CeA 
circuits is to identify the monosynaptic local and long-range inputs that target 
positive- and negative-valence neurons. 
Conventional tracing approaches have provided valuable data regarding the 
organisation of connections between CeA and other brain regions. However, such 
methods do not allow insights into the cell-type specific connectivity profiles. 
Recently, the development of genetically modified rabies viruses (RABV) for the 
mapping of inputs to genetically defined neurons has overcome this problem154.  
Wild-type RABV is a negative strand RNA virus that, when injected into the 
nervous system, has the ability to spread in the retrograde direction across 
multiple synapses; a process that is largely dependent on its glycoprotein G155. G 
is not necessary for the replication of the genome, nor for the transcription of the 
viral genes, but is required for transsynaptic spread of the viral particles. It is 
embedded into the membrane of the host cells and mediates budding of the viral 
particles out of the host cells155. Therefore, the surface of the RABV is coated 
with G, which determines its neurotropism and allows it to infect presynaptic 
nerve terminals via the G receptors155. 
The development of RABV that lack their G protein (RABVΔG) has been a very 
important advance for studying neuronal connections, as the absence of G 
restricts the spread of the viral particles to one synapse only, and in the meantime 
allows their pseudotyping with an alternative envelope protein156. RABVΔG are 
usually pseudotyped with the envelope protein A (EnvA) from the avian leukosis 
virus, which is the direct ligand of the TVA receptor. Importantly, mammalian 
cells do not express TVA, permitting selective infection of EnvA-pseudotyped-
RABVΔG by neurons engineered to express TVA156. 
Rabies virus–based monosynaptic tracing to genetically defined populations of 
neurons was first established by the group of Edward Callaway154. This strategy 
has been extensively used for tracing the connections to single neurons157, to 
newborn cells158, to genetically identified cell types using Cre driver lines32,159,160, 
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and to cell types defined by their projection pattern161. Although different 
approaches can be used, typically, an adeno-associated virus (AAV) helper virus 
is injected in the region of interest where it induces the production of G, TVA 
and mCherry in the population of interest  (starter cells)156 (Figure 5). Following 
sufficient expression of the gene products, GFP-expressing EnvA-pseudotyped 
RABVΔG is injected in the same location where it infects TVA-expressing starter 
cells (Figure 5). After multiplication in the starter cells, the presence of G permits 
the budding of new viral particles that have G on their surface, and their 
transsynaptic transport toward the input neurons (Figure 5). Since the RABVΔG 
is not able to spread in the absence of G, the virus does not spread any further. As 
a result, input cells that express GFP only (green) are easily distinguishable from 
starter cells that are both mCherry+ and GFP+ (yellow) (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5: Cre-dependent rabies virus–
based monosynaptic tracing. At first 
(1), an AAV helper virus is injected in 
the region of interest of a mouse that 
expresses Cre in a specific cell type. This 
virus is Cre dependent so the production 
of the G protein of the rabies virus, the 
TVA receptor, and the mCherry protein 
is induced in Cre+ cells only. A few 
weeks later (2), neurons in the same 
region are transduced with a modified 
rabies virus in which the DNA sequence 
of the G protein is replaced by GFP 
(RABVΔ-GFP), and which is 
additionally pseudotyped with the EnvA 
protein, so that it can only infect the 
TVA-expressing cells (starter cells). 
RABVΔ-GFP replicates in the starter 
cells and trans-complementation with G 
allows production of new viral particles 
that can spread toward the input neurons in which they drive the expression of GFP (3). However, 
as G is absent in the presynaptic cells, RABVΔ-GFP spreading is monosynaptically restricted. As 
a result, starter neurons express both mCherry and GFP (yellow), and presynaptic partners express 
GFP only (green). 
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1.6. AIM OF THE STUDY 
The encoding of positive stimuli such as the circuits leading to the expression of 
appetitive behaviours are still largely unknown in the CeA. Cai et al.,141  have 
recently proposed that activation of a population of PKCδ-negative CeA neurons 
promotes feeding behaviour (Figure 4). Later, Kim et al.,25 showed that Sst+ cells 
among others, contribute to appetitive behaviours (Figure 4). However, studies 
to date have failed to identify the specific neuronal players and associated circuits 
that orchestrate feeding behaviour. 
In collaboration with Amelia M. Douglass and Hakan Kucukdereli, I identified a 
population of PKCδ negative CeA neurons that express the Htr2a receptor.  
Activation of these cells promotes food consumption and is inherently rewarding. 
Investigating the mechanisms underlying these behaviours revealed that direct 
inhibition of the PBN by CeAHtr2a neurons accounted at least partially for the 
function of these cells. 
The concept that different subsets of CeA neurons mediate opposite behaviours 
raises the question whether these cell units are incorporated into different circuits. 
Moreover, the mechanisms regulating CeAHtr2a neuron firing depending on the 
behavioural contexts remain to be explored. 
Previous studies have identified the patterns of afferents and efferents of CeA 
neurons (1.2. A functional overview of CeA afferents and efferents) However, 
the use of conventional tracing approaches has precluded a full characterization 
of cell-type-specific connectivity patterns. 
The aim of my thesis was to study the organisation of CeA local networks and to 
identify the neuronal players upstream of CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons 
using monosynaptic retrograde transsynaptic tracing based on a modified rabies 
virus. I intended to answer the following questions: first of all, do CeAHtr2a 
neurons overlap with other functionally described CeA units; how do they 
interact with these units; and how does this integrate with what is known to date 
about the circuits mediating aversive and appetitive behaviours in the CeA.  I then 
wished to identify brain-wide putative sources of excitatory inputs that would 
account for an increase in CeAHtr2a activity during food intake. As they function 
via inhibition of the PBN, I wanted to study whether PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a 
neurons integrate a specific subset of these inputs. Finally, based on the pattern 
of their monosynaptic inputs, I hoped to shed light on the question of whether 
CeAHtr2a neurons may have the necessary connections required to mediate 
learning that environmental stimuli predict a rewarding outcome, or whether they 
simply act as effectors of the appetitive tasks. 
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2. RESULTS
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3.1. PHENOTYPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF CEAHTR2A NEURONS  
3.1.1. Molecular profile of CeAHtr2a neurons 
As an initial step toward dissecting the circuitry through which CeAHtr2a neurons 
regulate food consumption, I investigated the overlap of Htr2a+ cells with other 
functionally-defined populations of CeA neurons namely, PKCδ+25,32,140,141, 
Sst+25,36,134 Tac2+25,141 and Crh+25,134,141.  
To gain genetic access to Htr2a+ neurons, Htr2a-Cre mice, in which Cre is 
selectively expressed in the CeA, were crossed with a LacZ or tdTomato reporter 
line to identify Cre+ cells. First, Cre expression was compared with that of 
endogenous Htr2a using in situ hybridization for LacZ and Htr2a mRNA. 86.6% 
± 4.5% of LacZ+ cells contained Htr2a mRNA, confirming that Cre expression 
recapitulated the pattern of endogenous Htr2a expression in the CeL/C (Figure 
6a, b and g).  
 
Figure 6: Molecular characterization of CeAHtr2a 
neurons. a, Schemes based on Paxinos and 
Franklin’s atlas of a coronal section of a mouse 
brain showing the location of the CeL/C (in orange), 
CeM and surrounding nuclei. The grey box 
indicates the location of the drawing on the right. 
Value on the left indicates the distance from bregma 
on the anterior-posterior axis. b-f, Representative 
confocal images through the CeL/C and CeM of 
Htr2a-Cre;LacZ (b-d) and Htr2a-Cre;tdTomato (e-
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f) mice labelled for LacZ and Htr2a mRNAs (b), β-Gal and PKCδ proteins (c), β-Gal and Sst 
proteins (d), mCherry protein and Tac2 mRNAs (e) and mCherry protein and Crh mRNA (f) (each 
representative of 3 mice). White boxes indicate the location of the high-magnification panel on the 
right. White arrowheads indicate double positive cells. Asterisks indicate neurons expressing only 
LacZ (b-d) or tdtomato (e-f). g, Proportion of LacZ+ or mCherry+ neurons in the CeL/C co-
expressing Htr2a, PKCδ, Sst, Tac2 and Crh markers (n = 3 mice per marker). CeL/C, central lateral 
and capsular amygdala; CeM, central medial amygdala; BLA, basolateral amygdala; CP, 
caudoputamen; GP, globus pallidus; int, internal capsule; LA, lateral amygdala; LH, lateral 
hypothalamus;  MeA, medial amygdala; opt, optic tract; SI, substantia innominate. Bar graphs show 
mean ± SEM. Scale bars: 50 µm. 
Next, immunohistochemistry and, or in situ hybridization methods were used to 
evaluate colabelling of Cre+ cells with PKCδ+, Sst+, Tac2+ and Crh+ neurons. 
Quantifications indicated that CeL/CHtr2a neurons show minimal overlap with 
CeL/CPKCδ neurons as only 2.4% ± 0.4% of Htr2a+ cells express the PKCδ protein 
(Figure 6c and g). This result is consistent with the data from another study38. 
57.5% ± 1.4% of CeL/CHtr2a neurons express the Sst protein (Figure 6d and g), 
which is lower than previously described38. A similar degree of overlap was also 
observed with Tac2+ and Crh+ neurons as 56.4% ± 5.1% of Htr2a+ are Tac2+ 
(Figure 6e and g) and 46.8% ± 4.0% of Htr2a+ neurons are Crh+ (Figure 6f and 
g) in the CeL/C. 
These data indicate that CeL/CHtr2a cells are distinct from CeL/CPKCδ aversive 
population but are comprised of subsets of Sst+, Tac2+ and Crh+ neurons which 
have been previously described to mediate appetitive behaviours25. The following 
experiments focus on CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst populations only. 
3.1.2. Spatial segregation of CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons 
Along with the functional diversity of CeA cellular units, a recent study has 
pointed out a functional distinction between the capsular part and the lateral part 
of the CeA25, which might additionally exhibit a distinct underlying connectivity 
profile, at least with regards to their inputs from the parabrachial nucleus (PBN)59. 
This encouraged me to analyse the spatial distribution of Htr2a+, PKCδ+ and 
Sst+ neurons in the CeL/C of an Htr2a-Cre;LacZ mouse. Digital recognition of 
cell bodies was done of neurons immunolabelled for LacZ (as a marker for Htr2a+ 
neurons), PKCδ and Sst proteins (Figure 7a). However, poor staining for Sst 
protein precluded digital reconstruction of Sst+ cell bodies and for this reason, 
only the 3D coordinates of Htr2a+ and PKCδ+ cells could be extracted (Figure 
7b).  
Although the distribution profiles suggested that PKCδ+ and Htr2a+ neurons 
were evenly distributed along the rostro-caudal (Figure 7c, f and g) and dorso-
ventral axes (Figure 7d, f and g), analysis of the lateral-medial distribution 
revealed that PKCδ+ neurons were confined toward the lateral part of the CeA 
(i.e. CeC nucleus) (Figure 7e-g). This is consistent with previously published 
studies demonstrating that CGRP-expressing neurons of the lateral PBN (lPBN) 
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specifically project onto PKCδ+ neurons in the CeC141,37,25. Htr2a+ neurons, on 
the other hand, were located more medially (i.e. CeL division) (Figure 7e-g), 
suggesting that these two populations might receive different types of sensory 
information. 
 
 
Figure 7: Spatial distribution of CeL/CHtr2a and CeL/CPKCδ neurons. a, Confocal images 
through a coronal plane of the CeL/C and CeM of an Htr2a-Cre;LacZ mouse brain immunostained 
for β-Gal as a marker for Htr2a-Cre+ neurons, and PKCδ and Sst proteins. b, Corresponding digital 
reconstruction of Htr2a+ (blue dots) and PKCδ+ (green dots) cell bodies of the CeL/C shown in a. 
c-e, Frequency distributions as percentage and Gaussian fits of all CeL/CHtr2a (blue) and CeL/CPKCδ 
(green) neurons along the rostro-caudal (z axis) (c), dorso-ventral (y axis) (d) and lateral-medial (x 
axis) (e) axes (n = 1 Htr2a-Cre;LacZ mouse). f, Digital coordinates along the lateral-medial (x axis) 
and dorso-ventral (y axis) axes of all reconstructed CeL/CHtr2a and CeL/CPKCδ cell bodies (n = 1 
mouse). g, Contour plot depicting Kernel density estimates of CeL/CHtr2a and CeL/CPKCδ neuronal 
distributions along the x and y axes (n = 1 mouse). Scale bars: 50 µm. 
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3.2. ORGANISATION OF CEA INHIBITORY MICROCIRCUITS 
3.2.1. Strategy to identify monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and 
CeASst neuronal populations 
To understand how functionally distinct populations locally interact within the 
CeA, I performed Cre-dependent rabies virus–based monosynaptic tracing156,159. 
Htr2a-cre, Prkcd-cre or Sst-Cre mice were transduced in the CeA with first two 
AAV to induce expression of TVA-mCherry and the rabies virus envelope 
glycoprotein (RG) in Cre-expressing neurons, and second with an EnvA-
pseudotyped, glycoprotein (RG)-deleted, and GFP-expressing rabies virus 
(Figure 8a).  
I found that TVA receptor expression, labelled by mCherry fluorescence, was 
restricted to Cre-expressing neurons in Htr2a-Cre and Sst-Cre transduced 
animals and to PKCδ protein-expressing neurons in Prkcd-Cre transduced mice 
(Figure 8b-d). In addition, identification of starter neurons based on 
coexpression of TVA-mCherry and RABV-eGFP revealed that between animals, 
about 50 to 63% of the whole CeL/CHtr2a, 16 to 46% of the whole CeL/CSst and 
20 to 69% of the whole CeL/CPKCδ populations were transduced using this 
strategy (Figure 8e).  
I found PKCδ starter neurons to be exclusively present in the CeL/C in 
accordance with PKCδ protein expression pattern32 (Figure 8f). 71 to 82% of 
Htr2a and 77 to 85% of Sst starter cells were confined to the CeL/C, the remainder 
being located in the CeM and, or BLA (Figure 8f). In all tracing experiments, a 
small number of starter neurons could be seen in one or several of the 
neighbouring nuclei, namely the globus pallidus (GP), caudoputamen (CP), 
substantia innominate (SI) and the very lateral part of the LH (Figure 8g). 
However, these neurons accounted for only a small portion of the total starter 
cells. 
To further assess the specificity of the tracing approach used, I repeated the 
previously described approach in wild-type mice with no Cre expression (Figure 
8h). This resulted in transsynaptic labelling of a small number of neurons (about 
25) at the level of the injection site only. This non-specific infection might be the 
result of leaky expression of the TVA receptor, which could not be detected by 
mCherry fluorescence visualization but still permitted infection of the EnvA-
pseudotyped rabies virus156,159. Alternatively, few particles of non-EnvA-
pseudotyped rabies virus might have contaminated the viral preparations. 
Together, these results demonstrate a specific and high degree of transduction of 
Htr2a-, Sst- and PKCδ- expressing neurons mainly restricted to the CeA and 
confirm that most RABV-eGFP+ neurons only, in the CeA, constitute local 
monosynaptic inputs. Hence, these experiments validate the strategy used to 
study inter-connectivity between CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neuronal 
populations. 
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Figure 8: CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst 
neurons as starter cells for rabies-based 
monosynaptic tracing. a, Scheme 
depicting the approach employed to reveal 
monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ 
or CeASst neurons. The CeA of Htr2a-Cre, 
Prkcd-Cre and Sst-Cre mice was 
transduced with Cre-dependent helper 
adeno-associated viruses expressing the 
avian sarcoma leucosis virus glycoprotein 
EnvA receptor (TVA) (AAV-FLEX-TVA-
mCherry) and rabies virus envelope 
glycoprotein (RG) (AAV-FLEX-RG) in 
combination with a modified rabies virus 
(EnvA)SAD∆G-eGFP. b-d, Representative 
confocal images of coronal sections 
through the CeL/C and CeM of CeAHtr2a (b), 
CeASst (c) and CeAPKCδ (d) traced brains. 
The magnified views on the right represent 
the area in the white box. Arrows indicate 
starter neurons that express TVA-mCherry, 
RABV-eGFP and either β-Gal as a marker 
for Cre-expressing cells (b and c) or the PKCδ protein (d). Arrowheads indicate input neurons 
(RABV-eGFP+ only) (representative of 3 Htr2a-Cre;LacZ, 4 Prkcd-Cre and 4 Sst-Cre;LacZ mice). 
e, Number of starter neurons in the CeL/C, CeM and BLA of CeAHtr2a , CeAPKCδ and CeASst tracing 
experiments quantified in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11. The red bars delineate the number 
of Htr2a, PKCδ and Sst neurons to transduce in the CeA in order to target 50% of the respective 
populations. Bar graphs show mean and each dot is a separate tracing experiment. f, Proportion of 
starter neurons in the CeL/C, CeM and BLA per mouse quantified in Figure 9, Figure 10 and 
Figure 11. g, Drawing based on Paxinos and Franklin’s atlas of a coronal section of the CeC and 
CeL, CeM and surrounding nuclei showing the approximate location of Htr2a, PKCδ and Sst starter 
cells. Htr2a starters were mainly located in the CeL and CeM and a minority of them were found 
in CP, GP, SI and LH. PKCδ starters were present in the CeC and the CeL and a minority of them 
in GP. Sst starters were mostly found in the CeL, CeM and BLA and a few of them were found in 
GP, SI and LH. h, Representative confocal images of coronal sections through the CeL/C and CeM 
of a negative control experiment using the same strategy as described in a, but omitting the Cre 
transgenes (representative of 3 WT mice). For abbreviations of brain subregions, see legend of 
Figure 6. Scale bars: 50 µm. 
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3.2.2. Interaction between CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neuronal 
populations 
One hypothesis that could explain how CeA neurons control appetitive and 
aversive behaviours in an opposing fashion would be that functionally defined 
cell types mutually inhibit each other within the CeA network134. To address this, 
I investigated how CeAHtr2a and CeASst populations locally interact with CeAPKCδ 
neurons. 
I combined Cre-dependent rabies virus–based monosynaptic tracing in Htr2a-
Cre, Sst-Cre and Prkcd-Cre animals, as described in Figure 8a, with 
immunohistochemistry or in situ hybridization methods and determined whether 
monosynaptic inputs (RABV-eGFP+ only neurons) expressed Htr2a, Sst and 
PKCδ markers.  
Monosynaptic inputs (RABV-eGFP+ only neurons) to CeAHtr2a, CeASst and 
CeAPKCδ were extensively found in the CeA (Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 
11). Identification of local presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a neurons revealed that 
CeL/CPKCδ cells accounted for about 22.2% ± 1.8% of all CeL/C monosynaptic 
inputs (Figure 9a and c), while 34.3% ± 4.5% originated from other Htr2a+ cells 
in the CeL/C (Figure 9b-c).  
 
 
Figure 9: Local inputs to CeAHtr2a neurons. a, b, Representative confocal images of coronal 
sections through the CeL/C and CeM of a CeAHtr2a traced brain. The magnified views on the right 
represent the area in the white box. Arrows indicate starter neurons (TVA-mCherry+ and RABV-
eGFP+). Asterisks denote input neurons (RABV-eGFP+ only). Arrowheads indicate input neurons 
(RABV-eGFP+ only) that express PKCδ protein (a) or β-Gal protein as a marker for Htr2a-Cre+ 
neurons (b) (representative of 3 Htr2a-Cre;LacZ mice). c, Proportion of inputs to CeAHtr2a  neurons 
from CeL/CHtr2a cells or CeL/CPKCδ neurons (n = 3 Htr2a-Cre;LacZ mice, see Figure 8e and f) 
(Number of RABV-eGFP+ input counted cells per mouse quantified for PKCδ IHC and β-Gal IHC 
(as a marker for Sst-Cre+ neurons): [108-285] and [132-374] respectively). Bar graphs show mean 
± SEM. Scale bars: 50 µm. 
Similarly, 24.2% ± 2.8% of all local monosynaptic inputs to CeASst came from 
CeL/CPKCδ neurons (Figure 10a and c) and afferents from neurons of the same 
kind accounted for 43.2% ±3.6% (Figure 10b-c).  
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Figure 10: Local inputs to CeASst neurons. a, b Representative confocal images of coronal 
sections through the CeL/C and CeM of a CeASst traced brain. The magnified views on the right 
represent the area in the white box. Arrows indicate starter neurons (TVA-mCherry+ and RABV-
eGFP+). Asterisks denote input neurons (RABV-eGFP+ only). Arrowheads indicate input neurons 
(RABV-eGFP+ only) labelled for PKCδ protein (a) or β-Gal protein as a marker for Sst-Cre+ 
neurons (b) (representative of 4 Sst-Cre;LacZ mice). c, Proportion of inputs to CeASst neurons from 
CeL/CSst cells or CeL/CPKCδ neurons.(n = 4 Sst-Cre;LacZ mice, see Figure 8e and f) (Number of 
RABV-eGFP+ input cells counted per mouse quantified for PKCδ IHC and β-Gal IHC (as a marker 
for Sst-Cre+ neurons): [353-408] and [246-290] respectively). Bar graphs show mean ± SEM. Scale 
bars: 50 µm. 
Additionally, I confirmed that CeL/CHtr2a cells provide monosynaptic inputs to 
CeAPKCδ neurons, albeit difficult to quantify using a fluorescent in situ 
hybridization method that labels single mRNA molecules (Figure 11a). Sst+ 
neurons densely innervated CeAPKCδ cells   (44.5% ±1.8% of all RABV-eGFP+ 
only cells are Sst+). Interconnectivity within CeAPKCδ cells, on the other hand, 
was very low (9.1% ± 2.7% of all RABV-eGFP+ only cells are PKCδ+) (Figure 
11c-d). 
 
 
Figure 11: Local inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons. a-c, 
Representative confocal images of coronal sections 
through the CeL/C and CeM of a CeAPKCδ traced brain. 
The magnified views on the right represent the area in the 
white box. Arrows indicate starter neurons (TVA-
mCherry+ and RABV-eGFP+). Asterisks denote input 
neurons (RABV-eGFP+ only). Arrowheads indicate input 
neurons (RABV-eGFP+ only) labelled for Htr2a mRNA. 
(a), Sst protein (b) or PKCδ protein (c) (representative of 
4 Prkcd-Cre mice). d, Proportion of inputs to CeAPKCδ 
neurons from CeL/CPKCδ cells or CeL/CSst neurons. (n = 4 Prkcd-Cre mice, see Figure 8e and f) 
(Number of RABV-eGFP+ input cells counted per mouse quantified for Sst IHC and PKCδ IHC: 
[260-323] and [223-286] respectively.) Bar graphs show mean ± SEM. Scale bars: 50 µm. 
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3.2.3. Identification of local inputs to PBN-projecting CeA neurons 
Experiments conducted in our group (Amelia M. Douglass - data not shown) have 
demonstrated that optogenetic activation of CeAHtr2a axonal projections in the 
PBN can recapitulate both the increase in food intake and rewarding behaviour 
observed during activation of CeAHtr2a cell bodies. Furthermore, the fact that 
CeAPKCδ cells have been proposed to suppress feeding via local inhibition of a 
population of PKCδ- neurons prompted me to explore whether CeAPKCδ neurons 
are poised to inhibit PBN-projecting CeA cells.  
 
 
Figure 12: Local inputs to PBN-
projecting CeA neurons. a, Scheme 
depicting the TRIO strategy employed 
to reveal monosynaptic inputs to PBN-
projecting CeA neurons. The PBN of 
WT mice was transduced with 
retrogradely transported CAV and HSV 
viruses expressing the Cre recombinase 
(Cav-Cre and HSV-Cre). 
Simultaneously, Cre-dependent helper 
adeno-associated viruses expressing the avian sarcoma leucosis virus glycoprotein EnvA receptor 
(TVA) (AAV-FLEX-TVA-mCherry) and rabies virus envelope glycoprotein (RG) (AAV-FLEX-
RG) were injected in the CeA in combination with a modified rabies virus (EnvA)SAD∆G–eGFP. 
b, Number of starter neurons in the CeL/C and CeM of PBN-projecting CeA tracing experiments 
quantified in f. Bar graphs show mean and each dot is a separate tracing experiment. c, Proportion 
of starter neurons in the CeL/C and CeM per mouse quantified in f. d, Drawing based on Paxinos 
and Franklin’s atlas of a coronal section through the CeL/C, CeM and surrounding nuclei showing 
the approximate location of PBN-projecting CeA starter cells. The majority of them were located 
in the CeL/C and CeM and a minority in the neighboring nuclei such as CP, SI, GP and LH. e, 
Representative confocal images of coronal sections through the CeL/C and CeM of a PBN-
projecting CeA tracing brain.  The white box delineates the location of the magnified views on the 
right. Arrowheads indicate input neurons (RABV-eGFP+ only) that express PKCδ protein 
(representative of 4 WT mice). f, Proportion of inputs to PBN-projecting CeA neurons from 
CeL/CPKCδ neurons (n = 4 WT mice, see b and c) (Number of RABV-eGFP+ input cells counted 
per mouse quantified for PKCδ IHC: [67-200]). For abbreviations of brain subregions, see legend 
of Figure 6. Bar graphs show mean ± SEM. Scale bars: 50 µm. 
To test this, I used the “tracing the relationship between input and output” (TRIO) 
strategy161 which permits identification of monosynaptic partners to a selected 
subset of CeA cells based on their projections to the PBN. It consists of using 
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Cre-dependent monosynaptic rabies tracing in the CeA (as depicted in Figure 8a) 
where Cre expression is restricted to PBN-projecting CeA neurons by transducing 
the PBN of WT mice with retrogradely transported canine adenovirus (CAV) and 
herpes simplex virus (HSV) viruses that express the Cre recombinase (Figure 
12a). 
Analysis of starter cell distribution showed that the average number of starter 
cells present in the whole CeA was approximately six times lower in the PBN-
projecting CeA tracing experiments as compared to the CeAHtr2a tracing 
experiments (Figure 12b). 22 to 46% of all CeA starters were confined to the 
CeL/C, while the majority of them were located in the CeM (Figure 12c). As 
reported for CeAHtr2a, CeASst and CeAPKCδ experiments, Cre-expressing cells 
could be found in surrounding nuclei leading to the presence of a small number 
of starter neurons in these regions (Figure 12d). 
Identification of RABV-eGFP+ only labelled cells using immunostaining against 
PKCδ protein revealed that CeL/CPKCδ neurons contributed 27.7% ± 6.6% of 
whole CeA inputs to PBN-projecting CeA neurons (Figure 12e-f).  
These findings collectively support a model (Figure 13) in which CeAHtr2a and 
CeASst form reciprocal inhibitory connections with CeAPKCδ neurons, a circuit 
motif that could allow functionally distinct CeA neurons to modulate appetitive 
and aversive behaviours depending on environmental conditions. Likewise, my 
results demonstrate that CeAPKCδ neurons have the necessary connections to 
control PBN-projecting CeA neuron activity, hence supporting an inhibitory role 
on food intake. Interestingly, connections from CeASst to CeAPKCδ cells are more 
prominent than the other way around, indicating a possible hierarchy in the 
organisation of the microcircuit. Finally, these experiments pinpoint a high 
connection rate between Htr2a-Htr2a and Sst-Sst expressing neurons, possibly 
reflecting heterogeneity among these two CeA units.  
 
Figure 13: Model of CeA 
microcircuits. The scheme 
illustrates how four 
molecularly distinct CeA 
populations interact locally. 
In summary, CeAHtr2a, 
CeASst and PBN-projecting 
(PBN-proj.) CeA neurons 
form partially overlapping 
populations of CeA 
neurons while CeAPKCδ 
neurons are distinct. 
CGRP+ projections from 
PBN neurons specifically 
target CeAPKCδ neurons while only CeAHtr2a and CeASST cells project to the PBN. CeAHtr2a and 
CeASst mutually inhibit each other with CeAPKCδ neurons. Inputs from CeASst to CeAPKCδ involve 
many CeASst cells, while inputs from CeAPKCδ to CeASst did not involve many CeAPKCδ neurons. 
CeAHtr2a and CeASst form connections with neurons belonging to the same molecular kind while 
CeAPKCδ cells form very little connections in between themselves. Finally, CeAPKCδ neurons are 
able to inhibit PBN-projecting CeA neurons. 
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3.3. IDENTIFICATION OF WHOLE-BRAIN INPUTS TO CEAHTR2A, 
CEAPKCΔ AND CEASST NEURONS 
Dissection of CeA microcircuits organisation showed that distinct CeA 
populations mutually inhibit each other, a mechanism that could allow for a rapid 
switch between different behavioural programs. However, it does not explain 
how CeAHtr2a neuron activity increases during an appetitive task.  
To resolve the circuits leading to CeAHtr2a neuron activation, it is essential to 
identify candidate sources of excitatory inputs and to investigate differences in 
the kind of information that CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons receive. 
To do so, I expanded the monosynaptic tracing strategy used in Figure 8 to 
Figure 11 to whole-brain mapping of inputs to Htr2a+, PKCδ+ and SST+ 
neurons of the CeA. Five to six animals per group were chosen and my analysis 
of the tracing efficiency revealed that 13 to 69% of the whole CeL/CHtr2a, 34 to 
55% of the whole CeL/CSst and 30 to 71% of the whole CeL/CPKCδ populations 
were transduced (Figure 14a). As previously observed, all PKCδ starter cells 
were restricted to the CeL/C nucleus (Figure 14b). As for CeAHtr2a and CeASst 
tracing experiments, the majority of starter neurons were confined to the CeL/C, 
the remainder being located in the CeM and or BLA (Figure 14b). The numbers 
of transsynaptically labelled neurons were roughly proportional to the numbers 
of starter neurons. On average, CeAPKCδ tracing experiments yielded higher 
numbers of long-range inputs as compared to CeAHtr2a and CeASst tracing 
experiments (Figure 14c).  
The location of monosynaptic inputs was determined based on the Allen 
Institute’s reference atlas162 and in consultation with Paxinos and Franklin’s 
atlas163. 25 subregions embedded in 10 brain areas were identified as providing 
long range inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeASst and CeAPKCδ neurons (Figure 14d-e and 
Figure 15a). This analysis excluded some regions that were part of the amygdala 
complex as well as nuclei adjacent to the injection sites where a small number of 
starter cells could be found (see: 5.9.3. Whole brain monosynaptic inputs to 
CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ, CeASst, PBN-projecting CeA and PBN-projecting 
CeAHtr2a neurons and Figure 8g). To correct for variability between animals, 
the number of input neurons in each brain area or subregion was normalized to 
the total number of input cells per quantified brain (Figure 14d-e and Figure 
15a). 
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Figure 14 : Identification of whole brain inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons. a, 
Number of starter neurons in the CeL/C, CeM and BLA of CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst tracing 
experiments quantified in d and e, Figure 15a, Figure 17d, Figure 18a, c and d-f. The red bar 
delineates the number of CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons needed to transduce in order to 
target 50% of the respective populations. Bar graphs show mean and each dot is a separate tracing 
experiment. b, Proportion of starter neurons in the CeL/C, CeM and BLA per mouse quantified in 
d and e, Figure 15a, Figure 17d, Figure 18a, c and d-f. c, Number of long range input cells in 21 
selected subregions as a function of number of CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ, or CeASst starter cells. d, e, 
Proportion of inputs to CeAHtr2a (d) or CeAPKCδ (e) coming from the isocortex, olfactory areas, 
cortical subplate including LA, aBLA and pBLA, hippocampal formation, CeL/C, pallidum, 
thalamus, hypothalamus, midbrain and pons. Sunburst graphs show mean (n=6 Htr2a-Cre and 5 
Prkcd-Cre brains, see a-b). f, g, Representative epifluorescent images of coronal sections through 
the CeL/C, CeM, LA, aBLA and pBLA nuclei of CeAHtr2a (f) or CeAPKCδ (g) traced brains. Selected 
images show the nuclei from anterior (left) to posterior (right) with distances from bregma indicated 
at the bottom of g. Arrowheads indicate RABV-eGFP+ cells in the LA, aBLA or pBLA nuclei 
identified as presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a neurons (f, in blue) or CeAPKCδ (g, in green) 
(representative of 6 Htr2a-Cre and 5 Prkcd-Cre mice, see a-b). aBLA, basolateral amygdala, 
anterior part; pBLA, basolateral amygdala, posterior part. Scale bars: 100 µm. 
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3.3.1. Contribution of LA and BLA inputs to CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ 
neurons 
In the traditional view of amygdala circuits, information flows from LA and BLA 
nuclei toward the CeA109. Additionally, a recent study showed that CeA neurons 
mediating appetitive behaviours receive direct inputs from BLA neurons coding 
for positive-valence stimuli25.  
This prompted me to explore the contribution of LA and BLA (anterior: aBLA 
and posterior part: pBLA) projections to CeA neurons. As the presence of Sst 
starter neurons in the BLA of all CeASst tracing brains would bias the results, only 
LA and BLA inputs to CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ were quantified (Figure 14d-g). 
This analysis highlighted that most presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ 
neurons were located within the CeA itself which provides about 49% and 60% 
of all inputs to CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ cells, respectively (Figure 14d-g). LA, 
aBLA and pBLA projections all together represented 3.5% of all afferents to both 
cell types which was much less than the proportion of inputs coming from, for 
instance, the isocortex (Figure 14d-e). This provides new insights into amygdala 
circuits, arguing against the previous model supporting serial information 
processing and illustrates that CeA might function independently of the LA and 
BLA complex. 
3.3.2. Quantitative analysis of CeAHtr2a, CeASst and CeAPKCδ input 
distribution                                                                                                                                                                                
Across the whole brain, the most abundant labelling was found in the isocortex 
and thalamus for CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ tracing experiments (Figure 14d-e, 
Figure 15a and b). In comparison, the hypothalamus and hippocampus 
contributed most of the long-range inputs to CeASst neurons (Figure 15a and b). 
Within the brain areas mentioned above, afferents to all cell types came only from 
a subset of subregions. 
Isocortex and olfactory areas  
Although RABV-eGFP+ neurons could be found throughout the somatosensory, 
auditory, perirhinal, ectorhinal and temporal associations areas of the cortex (Cx) 
(Figure 15a), labelled neurons were mostly concentrated in the posterior insula 
cortex (IC) (between +0.4mm anterior and – 1mm posterior from bregma), 
including the layer 5 of the visceral and gustatory areas (Figure 15a and b1). The 
piriform cortex (Pir.) also contained a large number of labelled neurons (Figure 
15a). Overall, I found striking differences in the distribution of monosynaptic 
inputs to all three cell types, as the isocortex and olfactory areas were heavily 
labelled in CeAPKCδ and CeAHtr2a tracing experiments but devoid in CeASst tracing 
brains (Figure 15a and b1). 
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Figure 15: Long-range presynaptic partners of CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons. a, 
Monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons from 21 brain subregions shown as 
the proportion of the total input cells counted per quantified brain. Box–whisker plots display 
median, interquartile range and 5th–95th percentiles of the distribution (n=6 Htr2a-Cre, 5 Prkcd-
Cre and 5 Sst-Cre brains see Figure 13a-c). b, Representative epifluorescent pictures of coronal 
sections showing the distribution of monosynaptic partners (RABV-eGFP+ cells) to CeAHtr2a, 
CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons in the IC (b1.), Hipp (b2.), BNST (b3.), aPVT (b4.), VPMpc (b5.), PVH 
(b6.), Arc (b7.), PSTN (b8.), Multi. Thal. (b9.), SNL (b9.), DR (b10.) and lPBN (b11.). Coronal section 
planes of a schematic brain are shown on the left with distances (anterior-posterior axis) from 
bregma (representative of 6 Htr2a-Cre, 5 Prkcd-Cre and 5 Sst-Cre brains). IC, insula cortex; Cx, 
cortex; Pir., piriform cortex; Hipp., hippocampus; Enth., enthorinal cortex; TR, postpiriform 
transition nucleus; BNST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; VP, ventral pallidum; aPVT, anterior 
paraventricular thalamus; pPVT, posterior paraventricular thalamus; Multi. Thal., multimodal 
thalamus; VPMpc, ventral posteromedial nucleus of the thalamus, parvicellular part; PO H., 
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preoptic hypothalamus; PVH, paraventricular hypothalamus; Arc, arcuate nucleus; Tub. p. H., 
tuberal posterior hypothalamus; Post. H., posterior hypothalamus; PSTN, parasubthalamic nucleus; 
SNL, substantia nigra, lateral part; MRN, midbrain reticular nucleus; CUN, cuneiform nucleus; RR, 
midbrain reticular nucleus, retrorubral area; DR, dorsal raphe; lPBN, lateral parabrachial nucleus. 
Scale bars: 100 μm. 
Hippocampal formation 
In the hippocampal formation, the densest labelling was observed in the 
hippocampus and subiculum (Hipp.) (Figure 15a and b2) and the entorhinal 
cortex (Enth.) (Figure 15a). The hippocampus and subiculum showed a notable 
trend toward projecting to CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons (Figure 15a) The Enth., 
however, sent biased inputs onto CeAPKCδ neurons compared to CeAHtr2a and 
CeASst cells (Figure 15a). 
Pallidum 
All three CeA cell types received a substantial number of projections from the 
bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) (Figure 15a and b3) and from scattered 
neurons in the ventral pallidum (VP) (Figure 15a). 
Thalamus 
I found that the thalamic nucleus with most RABV-eGFP+ neurons was the 
paraventricular thalamus (PVT) (both anterior and posterior part). This nucleus 
contributed to a larger proportion of inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons (Figure 15a and 
b4). The multimodal thalamic nuclei (Multi. Thal.) sent afferents to the three cell 
types with a slight bias to CeASst neurons (Figure 15a and b9). Conversely, the 
gustatory thalamus (VPMpc, ventral posteromedial nucleus of the thalamus, 
parvicellular part) provided many inputs to CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons but no 
inputs to CeASst neurons (Figure 15a and b5). 
Hypothalamus 
In the hypothalamus the most prominent labelling was observed in the tuberal 
posterior hypothalamus (Tub. p. H., including the arcuate nucleus (Arc)), partly 
due to its large volume (Figure 15a and b7). Although the parasubthalamic 
nucleus (PSTN) was unique in that it provided dense afferents to the three cell 
types (Figure 15a and b8), all other hypothalamic nuclei predominantly projected 
onto CeASst and CeAHtr2a neurons (Figure 15a and b6-8). 
Midbrain 
In the midbrain, moderate labelling was found in the substantia nigra lateralis 
(SNL), midbrain reticular nucleus (MRN), cuneiform nucleus (CUN) midbrain 
reticular nucleus, retrorubral area (RR), and dorsal raphe (DR) (Figure 15a and 
b9-10) nuclei. Together, midbrain nuclei provided preferential inputs to CeA
Htr2a 
and CeASst neurons (Figure 15a and b9-10). 
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Hindbrain 
Most nuclei in the hindbrain were either devoid of cells or sporadically labelled. 
The exception was the lPBN which showed distinct patches of RABV-eGFP+ 
cells in CeAPKCδ traced brains that were more scattered in CeAHtr2a brains and were 
absent in the CeASst experiments (Figure 15a and b11).  
As a whole, this experiment allowed for comparisons of the presynaptic partners 
of CeAHtr2a, CeASst and CeAPKCδ cells and revealed considerable differences in the 
pattern of inputs targeting these neurons. For instance, I found that the 
components of the gustatory39, visceral39, nociceptive164 and olfactory systems66 
(IC, VPMpc, lPBN and Pir.) preferentially project onto CeAPKCδ and CeAHtr2a 
neurons (Figure 15a and Figure 16). On the other hand, hypothalamic nuclei 
critical for the homeostatic regulation of basic physiological needs, such as food 
intake165 (PVH and Arc in the Tub. p. H.), send disproportionally higher 
projections to CeAHtr2a and CeASst neurons in comparison to CeAPKCδ cells 
(Figure 15a and Figure 16).  Finally, CeAHtr2a and CeASst exclusively, receive 
inputs from regions of the midbrain such as the SNL, RR and DR which have 
been shown to harbour populations of dopaminergic166 and serotonergic167 
neurons respectively (Figure 15a and Figure 16). 
 
Figure 16: Summary of whole brain 
inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ, and CeASst 
neurons. Examples of presynaptic 
partners of CeAHtr2a (a.), CeAPKCδ (b.) and 
CeASst (c.) neurons in schematic sagittal 
sections. All three genetically-defined 
populations are provided with afferents 
from the hippocampus (Hipp.), 
presumably conveying spatial and 
temporal contextual information. CeAHtr2a 
and CeAPKCδ neurons receive inputs from 
the major ascending pathways of the 
gustatory, visceroceptive and nociceptive 
systems (lPBN, VPMpc and IC). Both cell 
types are also targeted by descending 
sensory information from the olfactory 
cortex (Pir). Homeostatic control of 
feeding behaviour is regulated in part by 
the arcuate nucleus (Arc, included in the 
Tub. p. H.) and its projection to the 
paraventricular hypothalamus (PVH), 
which both send information to CeAHtr2a 
and CeASst cells. The midbrain substantia 
nigra lateralis (SNL) and dorsal raphe 
(DR) nuclei which contain dopaminergic and serotonergic populations, respectively, provide inputs 
to CeAHtr2a and CeASst cells.  
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3.3.3. Characterization of transsynaptically labelled neurons in the lPBN 
Previous studies have identified a circuit for appetite suppression involving 
CGRP+ neurons in the lPBN and their projections to PKCδ+ neurons in the 
capsular part of the CeA57,141. As quantifications in Figure 15a indicated that 
CeAHtr2a neurons also receive monosynaptic inputs from this region, I examined 
whether lPBNCGRP neurons provided greater inputs to CeAPKCδ as compared to 
CeAHtr2a cells. 
A closer look at the distribution of transsynaptically labelled neurons showed that 
lPBN inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons segregated and formed clusters in one specific 
area of the lPBN called the external lateral division of the lPBN (PBle) which is 
defined by a high level of CGRP+ cells56,57 (Figure 17a-b). lPBN inputs to 
CeAHtr2a neurons were also found in the PBle but were more dispersed and less 
frequent (Figure 17c). Immunolabelling for CGRP protein revealed that 60.4 
±4.4% of lPBN inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons expressed the CGRP protein versus 
16.4 ±7.1% for CeAHtr2a cells (Figure 17d). 
 
Figure 17: Cell-type-specific 
lPBN inputs onto CeAHtr2a 
and CeAPKCδ neurons. a, 
Scheme of a coronal section 
of a mouse brain showing the 
location of the PBle (in 
orange). Value on the left 
indicates the distance from 
bregma on the anterior-
posterior axis. b, c, 
Representative confocal 
images of coronal sections 
through the PBle of CeAPKCδ 
(b) and CeAHtr2a (c) traced 
brains. White boxes indicate 
the location of the high-
magnification panel on the 
right. Arrowheads indicate 
input neurons (RABV-eGFP+ 
only) that express the CGRP 
protein. Asterisks denote 
input neurons (RABV-eGFP+ 
only) that are CGRP-negative. d, Proportion of lPBN inputs to CeAHtr2a or CeAPKCδ neurons that 
express the CGRP protein (n = 4 Htr2a-Cre and 5 Prkcd-Cre mice see Figure 14a-c) (Number of 
RABV-eGFP+ input cells counted per mouse quantified for Prkcd-Cre mice: [6-63] and for Htr2a-
Cre mice: [3-81]).  PBle, external lateral division of the lPBN. Bar graphs show mean ± SEM. Scale 
bars: 50 µm. 
This is consistent with previously published data141 and corroborates the results 
presented in Figure 7 showing that CeAHtr2a neurons are only sparsely present in 
the CeC where CGRP axons end. Although the nature of most of CeAHtr2a inputs 
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in the lPBN remain to be identified, this experiment further implies that CeAHtr2a 
and CeAPKCδ neurons might receive different kinds of sensory information. 
3.3.4. Covariance analysis between input regions to CeAHtr2a neurons 
In my analysis of long-range presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a and CeASst neurons 
(Figure 15a), I observed that the proportion of input neurons within each 
quantified subregion varied noticeably between animals. 
I therefore calculated a coefficient of variation (CV) for each subregion and each 
tracing experiment as a measure of the inter-mouse variability. The graph (Figure 
18a) shows that CVs for CeAPKCδ tracings are generally lower compared to CVs 
for CeAHtr2a and CeASst tracings, indicating that the proportion of input cells 
within each quantified subregion varies less between CeAPKCδ than CeAHtr2a and 
CeASst experiments. Besides, the graph illustrates that within each experiment, 
the proportion of inputs in some subregions tended to be more variable than in 
others. For CeAHtr2a tracings for example, the PVH, Tub. p. H. and SNL, 
displayed higher variability than the BNST, aPVT and PSTN (Figure 18a). 
I then asked whether this variability would reflect that starter cells in all CeAHtr2a 
experiments originated from different subpopulations of CeAHtr2a neurons, each 
of them exhibiting a distinct input pattern. One could imagine a situation in which 
CeAHtr2a neurons are composed of spatially segregated sub-populations, each of 
them receiving afferents from a distinct combination of brain regions (Figure 
18b1 and b2). In such circumstances, a tracing experiment achieving a higher 
number of starter cells in one subpopulation compared to the others would show 
a higher proportion of input neurons in a specific combination of regions (Figure 
18b1 and b2). If the experiment was repeated several times, tracing results 
representative of all samples drawn from CeAHtr2a neurons would be obtained. A 
pattern should then appear in which the number of input neurons in some 
combination of regions would be highly correlated but would show no correlation 
with other group of regions (Figure 18b3 and b4). 
Using the six CeAHtr2a tracing experiments, I calculated Pearson’s correlation 
coefficients between all the 21 input regions quantified, and hierarchically 
clustered the data. Interestingly, the heatmap (Figure 18c) exposed at least two 
distinct clusters with the IC and VPMpc showing a strong positive correlation 
and, together with the Enth. and Cx, forming a separate cluster from the 
hypothalamic nuclei, MRN, CUN, RR, SNL and BNST (Figure 18c-f). 
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Figure 18: Inter-mouse variability in CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst tracing experiments. a, 
Coefficient of variation (CV) calculated for each region giving more than 1% of the total inputs to 
CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons. Dotted lines connecting dots between subregions are drawn 
to help show that values of CV for CeAHtr2a and CeASst tracing experiments are higher than for the 
CeAPKCδ experiments (n=6 Htr2a-Cre, 5 Prkcd-Cre and 5 Sst-Cre brains, see Figure 14a-c). b, 
Schemes illustrate two hypothetical populations of CeAHtr2a neurons that exhibit spatial segregation. 
One population is represented with squares and the other one with triangles (b1 and b2). The square 
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population receives inputs from regions A and B while the triangle population receives inputs from 
region C (b1 and b2). Tracing experiment #1 (b1) achieves a higher number of starter cells (in 
yellow) in the square population compared to the triangle one leading to a higher number of 
monosynaptic inputs (in green) in regions A and B over region C. Tracing experiment #2 (b2) 
achieves a higher number of starter cells in the triangle population compared to the square one 
leading to a higher number of monosynaptic inputs in region C over regions A and B. Plotting the 
number of input cells in region A versus in region B for 6 different tracing experiments shows a 
strong positive correlation between the two variables (b3), while plotting the number of inputs cells 
in region A or B versus in region C shows no correlation between the two variables (b4). c, Heatmap 
of hierarchically clustered Pearson’s correlation coefficients calculated between all combinations 
of the 21 subregions giving inputs to CeAHtr2a neurons (n= 6 Htr2a-Cre brain see Figure 14a-c). 
The colour scale indicates the degree of correlation. Dark blue denotes a strong positive correlation 
between subregions while light blue and green show no correlation between subregions. Subregions 
written in dark red or blue belong to two distinct clusters. d-f, Example graphs showing that the 
number of input cells in the VPMpc is positively correlated with the number of input cells in the IC 
(d) as is the number of input cells in the Tub. p. H. versus the PSTN (e). The number of input cells 
in the Tub. p. H. shows no correlation with the number of input cells in the IC (f). Each dot is a 
separate experiment. Values shown are Pearson correlation coefficients with p values from a two-
tailed unpaired t-test (n= 6 Htr2a-Cre brain see Figure 14a-c). For abbreviations of brain 
subregions, see legend of Figure 15. Significance levels are indicated as follows: no stars: not 
significant, *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001. 
Together, these findings reveal that CeAHtr2a neurons receiving inputs from the 
IC and VPMpc receive very few inputs from the hypothalamic nuclei or the SNL 
and suggest that CeAHtr2a are composed of at least two distinct subpopulations 
based on their input pattern. These subgroups of CeAHtr2a neurons may be 
spatially segregated in the CeA. 
3.4. ORGANISATION OF MONOSYNAPTIC INPUTS TO PBN-
PROJECTING CEAHTR2A AND PBN-PROJECTING CEA NEURONS 
Manipulation of CeAHtr2a neuronal activity in combination with behavioural 
studies, have shown that CeAHtr2a neurons exert their function, at least in part, by 
inhibiting neurons in the PBN (Amelia M. Douglass - data not shown). The need 
to identify which signals are integrated at the level of PBN-projecting CeAHtr2A 
neurons prompted me to map the specific inputs they receive and to compare 
them to whole brain inputs to CeAHtr2a and PBN-projecting CeA neurons.   
The results of the tracing experiments for CeAHtr2a neuron population presented 
in Figure 19 are the same as those in Figure 14 to Figure 18 (blue coloured 
inputs).  To determine the long-range presynaptic partners of PBN-projecting 
CeA neurons (magenta-coloured inputs), I used the approach depicted in Figure 
12a. To comparatively evaluate which of these inputs specifically target PBN-
projecting Htr2a+ neurons (dark red-coloured inputs), I used a modified version 
of the TRIO approach called cell-type-specific TRIO (cTRIO)161 (Figure 19a). It 
relies on using Flp-dependent monosynaptic rabies tracing in the CeA where Flp 
expression is restricted to PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons. To achieve this, the 
PBN of Htr2a-Cre mice is transduced with retrogradely transported and Cre-
dependent CAV-Flp and HSV-Flp viruses. 
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Figure 19: Long-range presynaptic 
partners of PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a and 
PBN-projecting CeA neurons. a, Scheme 
depicting the cTRIO strategy employed to 
reveal monosynaptic inputs to PBN-
projecting CeAHtr2a neurons. The PBN of 
Htr2a-Cre mice was transduced with 
retrogradely transported and Cre-dependent 
CAV and HSV viruses expressing the Flp 
recombinase (Cav-FLEXLoxP-Flp and HSV-
LSL-Flp). Simultaneously, Flp-dependent 
helper adeno-associated viruses expressing 
the avian sarcoma leucosis virus glycoprotein 
EnvA receptor (TVA) (AAV-FLEXFRT-TVA-mCherry) and rabies virus envelope glycoprotein 
(RG) (AAV-FLEXFRT-RG) were injected in the CeA in combination with a modified rabies virus 
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(EnvA)SAD∆G–eGFP. b, Number of starter neurons in the CeL/C, CeM and BLA of CeAHtr2a, 
PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a and PBN projecting CeA tracing experiments quantified in d. CeAHtr2a 
tracing experiments shown in the whole Figure 19 are the same as in Figure 14 to Figure 18. Bar 
graphs show mean and each dot is a separate tracing experiment. c, Proportion of starter neurons in 
the CeL/C, CeM and BLA per mouse quantified in d. d, Monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, PBN-
projecting CeAHtr2a and PBN-projecting CeA neurons from 21 brain subregions shown as a 
proportion of the total input cells per quantified brain. Box–whisker plots display median, 
interquartile range and 5th–95th percentiles of the distribution (n=6 Htr2a-Cre brains for CeAHtr2a 
tracing, 4 Htr2a-Cre brains for PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a tracing and 5 WT brains for PBN-
projecting CeA tracing see b-c). e, Representative confocal images of coronal sections showing the 
distribution of monosynaptic partners (RABV-eGFP+ cells) to CeAHtr2a and PBN-projecting 
CeAHtr2a neurons in the IC (e1), VPMpc (e2), PSTN (e3), tuberal hypothalamus (Tu) (e4), Arc (e4) 
and SNL (e5). Coronal section planes of a schematic brain are shown on the left with distances 
(anterior-posterior axis) from bregma (representative of 6 CeAHtr2a and 4 PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a 
tracing experiments). f, Examples of presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a neurons in a schematic sagittal 
section. CeAHtr2a neurons that project to the PBN (in dark red) receive inputs from the Tub. p. H., 
PSTN, SN and RR. A distinct subset of CeAHtr2a neurons receive inputs from the IC and VPMpc 
(in blue). For abbreviations of brain subregions, see legend of Figure 15. Scale bars: 100 μm. 
The distribution of Htr2a/PBN starters resembled the pattern of Htr2a and PBN-
projecting starters (Figure 8g and Figure 12d). Yet in the whole CeA, the 
average number of Htr2a/PBN starter cells was approximately 13 times lower 
than the number of Htr2a starters (Figure 19b) and they were more numerous in 
the CeM compared to the CeL/C (Figure 19c).  
The methodology used to register the location of labelled neurons was identical 
to that described previously (see: 3.3. Identification of whole-brain inputs to 
CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons). As PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a and 
PBN-projecting CeA neurons showed a very similar pattern of inputs, I will from 
this point on refer to the results obtained from PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a tracing 
experiments only.  
Overall, PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons and whole CeAHtr2a cell population 
received afferents from similar brain regions (meaning that no additional 
subregion was identified) but preferential distributions in anatomical 
subdivisions were observed. I therefore further examined quantitative differences 
in the proportion of inputs within subregions. Notably, I looked for subregions 
that showed enrichment in the proportion of inputs to PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a 
neurons compared to the whole CeAHtr2a population. 
Isocortex, olfactory areas and hippocampal formation 
I found the isocortex, olfactory areas and hippocampal formation to be almost 
devoid of RABV-eGFP+ neurons in PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a tracing experiments 
(Figure 19d and e1) while these input areas were among the most prominent for 
the total population of CeAHtr2a cells. 
Pallidum 
In the pallidum, both BNST and VP contributed to higher proportion of inputs to 
PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons as compared to the whole CeAHtr2a population 
(Figure 19d). 
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Thalamus 
In the thalamus, the PVT (both aPVT and pPVT) (Figure 19d) and VPMpc 
(Figure 19d and e2) provided only sparse afferents to PBN-projecting CeA
Htr2a 
neurons. In contrast, they received abundant inputs from the multimodal thalamic 
nuclei (Figure 19d). 
Hypothalamus and midbrain 
Inputs to PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a cells were highly enriched in all hypothalamic 
nuclei with the exception of the PVH (Figure 19d and e3-4).  
Midbrain 
While the SNL (Figure 19d and e5) and MRN/CUN nuclei (Figure 19d) send 
disproportionally higher inputs to PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons, the other 
midbrain nuclei showed only sparse labelling (Figure 19d). 
Hindbrain 
RABV-eGFP+ cells were absent in the lPBN of PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons 
(Figure 19d).  
These experiments demonstrated that Htr2a+ neurons projecting to the PBN 
exhibit biases in their input selection as they receive preferential afferents from 
nuclei that are part of the homeostatic such as Arc165 (included in the Tub. p. H.) 
and neuromodulatory systems166 (SNL) (Figure 19f). Interestingly, apart from 
the BNST and PSTN, these afferents were previously highlighted as providing 
less pronounced inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons (Figure 15a and Figure 16). 
Remarkably, seven out of nine of the brain areas that showed an enrichment in 
the proportion of inputs to PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons belonged to one 
distinct cluster (in dark red) in our covariance analysis (Figure 18c). In light of 
this finding, I propose that CeAHtr2a neurons projecting to the PBN constitute a 
subpopulation of CeAHtr2a neurons based on the inputs they receive. 
3.5. IDENTIFICATION OF CEAHTR2A OUTPUT PATHWAYS 
My efforts to characterize the presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a neurons projecting 
to the PBN revealed that one subpopulation of CeAHtr2a neurons can be identified 
based on their projections to the PBN (Figure 19). However, another 
subpopulation of CeAHtr2a neurons that receives information from the IC and 
VPMpc remains unidentified (Figure 18). One possibility exists that it belongs 
to a different group of projection neurons. 
To analyse the extent of CeAHtr2a axonal terminals, I transduced the CeA of 
Htr2a-Cre mice with AAV conditionally expressing the mCherry protein or a 
Synaptophysin-Myc fusion protein upon Cre recombination (Figure 20a). 
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Figure 20: Axonal projections of CeAHtr2a neurons. a, Scheme representing the strategy used to 
highlight CeAHtr2a axonal terminals by transducing the CeA of Htr2a-Cre with either Cre-dependent 
AAV-mCherry (b) or Cre-dependent AAV-SynMyc (c). b, Dorsal (left) and lateral (right) views of 
a 3D reconstructed whole Htr2a-Cre mouse brain transduced in the CeA with AAV-Flex-mCherry. 
CeAHtr2a axonal projections are seen in the CeL, CeM, FS, BNST, LH, SN, MRN, vlPAG and PBN. 
The color scale indicates the intensity of the mCherry fluorescence. c, Representative confocal 
images of coronal sections of an Htr2a-Cre mouse brain transduced in the CeA with AAV-Flex-
SynMyc and immunostained against myc protein. CeAHtr2a axonal terminals are found in the CeL 
(c1), CeM (c1), BNST (c2), LH (c3), DR (c4), vlPAG (c4), MRN (c4), lPBN (c5) and mPBN (c5) 
(representative of 3 Htr2a-Cre mice). Coronal section planes of a schematic brain are shown at the 
bottom with distances (anterior-posterior axis) from bregma. FS, fundus striatum; BNST, bed 
nucleus of the stria terminalis; aco, anterior commissure; LH, lateral hypothalamus; mtt, 
mammilothalamic tract; fx: fornix; ic: internal capsule; SN, substantia nigra; DR, dorsal raphe; 
vlPAG, ventro-lateral periaqueductal gray; MRN, midbrain reticular nucleus; lPBN, lateral 
parabrachial nucleus; mPBN, medial parabrachial nucleus; scp: superior cerebelar peduncles. Scale 
bars: 1mm in b and 100 μm in c and d. 
Three-dimensional reconstruction of CeAHtr2a axonal projections through the 
whole mouse brain (Figure 20b) together with analysis of Synaptophysin-Myc 
protein accumulation (Figure 20c1-5) revealed that CeA
Htr2a axons extend rostrally 
to the BNST (Figure 20b and c2) and the fundus of striatum (FS) (Figure 20b), 
dorsally to the PVT (data not shown) medially toward the LH (Figure 20b and 
c3) and caudally to SN (Figure 20b), MRN, DR, vlPAG (Figure 20b and c4), 
PBN (Figure 20c5), PRN (data not shown) and the NTS (data not shown). This 
is consistent with what is known to date about CeA efferents (see: 1.2.2. Long 
range efferents of the CeA).  
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3.6. DIFFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CEA PROJECTION NEURONS 
With the same objective of identifying a subgroup of CeAHtr2a projection neurons 
that receives afferents from the IC and VPMpc, I speculated that projection cells 
populating the same territory of the CeA may receive inputs from the same 
candidate pairs of  regions. Conversely, projection neurons segregated in different 
part of the CeA may receive inputs from distinct areas. This assumption 
encouraged me to investigate the spatial organisation of projection neurons in the 
CeL/C.  
As depicted in Figure 20, CeAHtr2a neuron send axons to several brain areas. To 
identify the neuronal ensembles projecting to the BNST, PVT, LH, SN, MRN, 
vlPAG and PBN, I targeted retrogradely transported CTB conjugated with 
different fluorescent molecules to the aforementioned output regions. This 
experiment revealed that neurons present in both the CeL/C and CeM project to 
the BNST, LH, PAG and PBN (Figure 21a-e). CTB injections in the SN and 
MRN, on the other hand, yielded retrogradely labelled cells in the CeM division 
only (data not shown).  Moreover, I failed to identify labelled cells in the whole 
CeA after CTB injections in the PVT (data not shown).  
On average, injection of CTB conjugates in the BNST led to the highest number 
of retrogradely labelled neurons in the CeL/C followed by PBN, LH and PAG 
(Figure 21c-e). Considering the PBN as the region located the furthest away from 
the CeA, this result might reflect the real proportional distribution of these 
neurons and not be due to technical limitations leading to a higher retrograde 
labelling of neurons projecting to neighbouring nuclei. However, injections were 
not always successful with regard to complete coverage of the output regions, 
especially in the case of the LH, which might have led to an underestimation of 
the number of retrogradely labelled cells.  
To analyse the three-dimensional distribution, x–y–z coordinates were assigned 
to labelled projection neurons (Figure 21f). Rostro-Caudal distribution profiles 
showed that all four projection neurons are evenly distributed along the rostro-
caudal axis (Figure 21g). Dorso-ventral distributions revealed that PBN-
projecting CeL/C neurons were located in a slightly more dorsal position than 
LH- and PAG-projecting CeL/C neurons (Figure 21h, j and k). However, I 
observed the most pronounced divergence along the medio-lateral dimension, 
with PBN projecting CeL/C neurons located more laterally compared to LH, and 
PAG- projecting CeL/C neurons (Figure 21i-k).  Overall, BNST-projecting 
neurons seemed to be more evenly distributed in the CeL/C (Figure 21g-i).  
In conclusion, these data highlight that projection neurons occupy two different, 
yet overlapping parts of the CeL/C. PBN-projecting neurons are located in a 
dorsal-lateral fashion while PAG- and LH- projecting cells segregate more 
toward the ventral-medial part. These differences in their spatial distribution 
allude to a distinct underlying input pattern.  
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Figure 21: Spatial segregation of CeL/C projection neurons. a, Scheme illustrating the approach 
used to reveal spatial segregation among CeL/C projection neurons. Various CTB conjugates were 
injected into the BNST and, or LH and, or PAG and, or PBN of WT mice. b, Representative 
epifluorescent images showing the location of the CTB injections in the BNST, LH, PAG and PBN. 
Coronal section planes of a schematic brain are shown on top with distances (anterior-posterior 
axis) from bregma (representative of 5 mice for BNST, 3 mice for LH, 5 mice for PAG and 5 mice 
for PBN injections). c, Total number of retrogradely labelled CTB cells in the CeL/C of WT mice 
injected in the BNST, LH, PAG, or PBN. Bar graph shows mean and each dot is a separate 
experiment. d, Scheme of a coronal section of a mouse brain showing the location of the CeL/C (in 
orange). Value on the left indicates the distance from bregma on the anterior-posterior axis. e, 
Representative confocal images showing retrogradely labelled CTB cells in the CeL/C of WT mice 
injected in the BNST and, or LH and, or PAG and, or PBN. f, Corresponding digital reconstructions 
of BNTS- (blue) , LH- (orange), PAG- (green) and PBN- (magenta) projecting cell bodies. g-i, 
Frequency distribution as percent of BNST- (blue), LH- (orange), PAG- (green) and PBN- 
(magenta) projecting neurons of the CeL/C amygdala along the rostro-caudal (z axis) (g), dorso-
ventral (y axis) (h) and lateral-medial (x axis) (i) axes. The top graphs show the Gaussian fits of the 
average traces. The middle graphs show the Gaussian fits of the single traces. The bottom graphs 
show the smoothed raw data of the single traces (n= 5 mice for BNST, 3 mice for LH, 5 mice for 
PAG and 5 mice for PBN injections). j, Digital coordinates along the lateral-medial (x axis) and 
dorso-ventral (y axis) axes of all reconstructed PAG- and PBN-projecting CeA neurons (n= 5 mice 
for PAG and 5 mice for PBN injections). k, Contour plots depicting Kernel density estimates of 
PAG- and PBN-projecting neuron distributions along the x and y axes (n= 5 mice for PAG and 5 
mice for PBN injections). For abbreviations of brain subregions, see legend of Figure 20. Scale 
bars: 200 μm in c and 100 μm in d. 
3.7. INPUT-OUTPUT RELATIONSHIP OF CEA PROJECTION NEURONS  
To resolve the question of whether CeA neurons defined by their output targets 
receive afferents from different brain areas, I expanded the TRIO strategy161 used 
to reveal local and long-range partners to PBN-projecting CeA neurons (Figure 
12 and Figure 19) to the three other major output stations of the CeA (Figure 
22a). 
In the CeA, the starter cell locations (Figure 22b and e1-4) were consistent with 
the topographical organisation of CeA projection neurons defined in Figure 21.  
Starter cell contamination was observed in the BLA, MeA, CP, GP, SI and LH 
depending on the tracing experiments (Figure 22b). Contrary to what was 
observed in Figure 21, tracings of LH-projecting CeA neurons harboured the 
largest number of starter cells in the CeL/C followed by tracings of BNST-, PBN- 
and PAG-projecting CeA cells. (Figure 22c). Proportionally, LH- and most of 
BNST-projecting starters were more abundant in the CeL/C part, while PBN- and 
PAG-projecting starters were more frequent in the CeM (Figure 22d).  
Since my main objective was finding a class of projection neurons that receives 
afferents from the IC, I restricted my input analysis to quantification of RABV-
eGFP+ neurons present in this region only. This compelled me to find another 
quantitative method to compare the proportion of IC inputs to BNST-, LH-, PAG- 
and PBN- projecting CeA neurons. 
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Figure 22: Cortical input mapping of CeA projection neurons. a, Scheme depicting the TRIO 
strategy employed to reveal monosynaptic inputs to CeA projection neurons. The BNST, or LH, or 
PAG, or PBN of WT mice was transduced with retrogradely transported CAV and HSV viruses 
expressing the Cre recombinase (Cav-Cre and HSV-Cre). Simultaneously, Cre-dependent helper 
adeno-associated viruses expressing the avian sarcoma leucosis virus glycoprotein EnvA receptor 
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(TVA) (AAV-FLEX-TVA-mCherry) and rabies virus envelope glycoprotein (RG) (AAV-FLEX-
RG) were injected in the CeA in combination with a modified rabies virus (EnvA)SAD∆G–eGFP. 
b, Drawing based on Paxinos and Franklin’s atlas of a coronal section through the CeL/C, CeM and 
surrounding nuclei showing the approximate location of BNST-, LH-, PAG- and PBN-projecting 
CeA starter cells. BNST-projecting starters were found in CeA, BLA, MeA and SI. LH-projecting 
starters were found in CeA, BLA, CP, GP, MeA, SI and LH. PAG-projecting starters were found 
in CeA, CP, GP, SI and LH. PBN-projecting starters were found in CeA, GP and SI. c, Number of 
starter neurons in the CeL/C and CeM of BNST-, LH-, PAG- and PBN-projecting CeA tracing 
experiments quantified in i-k. Bar graph shows mean and each dot is a separate tracing experiment. 
d, Proportion of starter neurons in the CeL/C and CeM per mouse quantified in i-k. e, 
Representative confocal images of coronal sections through the CeL/C, CeM and surrounding 
nuclei of BNST- (e1), LH- (e2), PAG- (e3) and PBN-projecting CeA tracing brain (e4) 
(representative of 5 BNTS-, 6 LH-, 4-PAG and 6 PBN-projecting CeA tracing experiments, see b-
d). f, Representative epifluorescent images of coronal sections showing the distribution of 
monosynaptic partners (RABV-eGFP+ cells) to BNST- (e1), LH- (e2), PAG- (e3) and PBN-
projecting CeA neurons in the IC (e4) (representative of 5 BNTS-, 6 LH-, 4-PAG and 6 PBN-
projecting CeA tracing experiments, see b-d). g, h, graphs showing that the number of input cells 
in the IC is positively correlated with the number of Htr2a starter cells in the CeL/C (g), but is not 
correlated with the number Htr2a starter cells in the CeM (h). Each dot is a separate experiment. 
Values shown are Pearson correlation coefficients with p values from a two-tailed unpaired t-test 
(n= 6 Htr2a-Cre brain see Figure 14a-c). i, IC monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, BNTS-, LH-, PAG 
and PBN-projecting CeA neurons shown as the proportion of starter cells counted in the CeL/C per 
quantified brain. Box–whisker plot displays median, interquartile range and 5th–95th percentiles of 
the distribution (n = 6 CeAHtr2a, 5 BNTS-, 6 LH-, 4-PAG and 6 PBN-projecting CeA tracing 
experiments, see b-d). j, k, The number of IC input cells to LH- (j) or PAG- (k) projecting CeA 
neurons shows no correlation with the number of LH- (j) or PAG- (k) projecting starter cells in the 
CeL/C. Each dot is a separate experiment. Values shown are Pearson correlation coefficients with 
p values from a two-tailed unpaired t-test (n = 6 LH- and 4 PAG-projecting CeA tracing 
experiments, see b-d). l, The scheme illustrates an organising principle of CeA afferents and 
efferents. Sensory information from the cortex and gustatory thalamus does not preferentially target 
CeA projection neurons but rather a yet unidentified population of cells that may not send axons 
outside of the CeA For abbreviations of brain subregions, see legend of Figure 6 and Figure 20. 
Scale bars: 100 μm. 
Identification of long-range presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a neurons showed that 
12.0% ± 1.9% of their inputs came from the IC (Figure 15a) and a more detailed 
analysis revealed that the number of RABV-eGFP+ cells in the IC is positively 
correlated with the number of Htr2a starter cells in the CeL/C (Figure 22g) but 
not in the CeM (Figure 22h). This suggested that IC inputs synapsed onto 
neurons present in the CeL/C division and thus, I could normalize the number of 
labelled neurons in the IC to the number of starter cells in the CeL/C. 
Overall, the IC of BNST, LH, PAG and PBN tracing experiments exhibited very 
little labelling (Figure 22f1-f4) in comparison to CeA
Htr2a or CeAPKCδ traced brains 
(Figure 15b1). In the case of LH and PAG tracing experiments nonetheless,  
scattered input neurons could be found throughout the anterior-posterior IC (data 
not shown). 
Quantifications reflected these observations as IC inputs seemed to preferentially 
target LH- and PAG- projecting CeA neurons compared to BNST- and PBN-
projecting CeA neurons as well as CeAHtr2a cells (Figure 22i). However, plotting 
the number of RABV-eGFP+ cells in the IC as a function of the number of LH- 
(Figure 22j) or PAG-projecting starter cells in the CeL/C (Figure 22k) did not 
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show such a positive correlation as observed for CeAHtr2a experiments (Figure 
22g). This argues that the number of labelled neurons in the IC is not dependent 
on the number of LH- and PAG-projecting starter cells present in the CeL/C part. 
IC inputs observed in LH- and PAG- projecting experiments could then project 
onto neurons outside of the CeA or, in other words, transsynaptic labelling of IC 
neurons may have occurred because of starter cell contamination in the 
neighbouring nuclei. 
In conclusion, these data suggest that the IC does not preferentially target CeA 
projection neurons (Figure 22l).  On the contrary, the IC may project onto another 
class of CeA neurons with a field of efferents that does not extend outside of the 
CeA (Figure 22l). Hence, these results provide a foundation for further analysis 
to determine whether the subset of CeAHtr2a neurons that receive inputs from 
sensory cortices and thalamus represents a population of interneurons.
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4. DISCUSSION
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4.1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
In the course of my thesis work, I took advantage of a set of viral-genetic tools to 
quantitatively analyse the connectivity profile of a population of central amygdala 
(CeA) neurons that express the serotonin receptor 2a. CeAHtr2a neurons have been 
shown by Amelia M. Douglass (data not shown) to promote food intake and self-
reinforcement by means of projection to the parabrachial nucleus (PBN), and to 
functionally antagonize the activity of PKCδ-expressing cells. In light of this, I 
found that CeAHtr2a neurons mark a population of PKCδ-negative cells and 
overlap with a number of CeA markers that have been previously described to 
influence appetitive behaviours. Rabies virus-based input mapping suggests that 
CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ mutually inhibit each other, likely promoting an imbalance 
in their tonic activity in vivo, which might underlie distinct behavioural strategies. 
CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons were found to gather sensory information from 
gustatory, visceral, nociceptive and olfactory systems, together with contextual 
information from the hippocampus. In addition, CeAHtr2a neurons are provided 
with inputs from homeostatic centres and neuromodulatory systems. 
Interestingly, different presynaptic partners appear to target distinct 
subpopulations of CeAHtr2a neurons, suggesting functional specialization within 
this population. Subsequent analysis of the input-output relationships revealed 
that CeA subcircuits might exhibit a certain organising principle. Indeed, while 
PBN-projecting CeA neurons receive substantial inputs from hypothalamic and 
midbrain nuclei, they were found to receive disproportionally smaller inputs from 
the sensory cortices (including the insula cortex: IC) and thalamus. Further 
investigations into the four principal classes of CeA projection neurons 
demonstrated that they occupy different parts of the CeA, arguing in favour of 
distinct underlying input patterns. Nonetheless, my preliminary results 
demonstrated that none of these populations of projection neurons might be 
monosynaptically contacted by the IC. Taken together, this work lays the 
groundwork for further investigations into the organisation of CeA circuits for 
appetitive and aversive behaviours. 
4.2. CEAHTR2A NEURONS MAY FUNCTION IN PARALLEL TO THE LA 
AND BLA NUCLEI 
Although challenged by studies on appetitive conditioning8, the traditional model 
of the amygdala’s function suggests that sensory information enters the amygdala 
complex in the lateral nucleus (LA) and is transmitted to the CeA via projections 
from both LA and basolateral (BLA) nuclei109. Remarkably, recent work by Kim 
et al.,25 suggested that information about the valence of a stimulus is relayed onto 
CeA neurons by two distinct populations of BLA cells. 
When investigating the long-range presynaptic partners of CeA neurons, I found 
that the IC and gustatory thalamus contributed to a much larger proportion of 
whole inputs to both CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ cells as compared to the LA and BLA. 
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This alone indicates that the traditional view of sensory information reaching the 
CeA via a first relay in LA and BLA is too narrow and argues in favour of parallel 
and independent controls of aversive and appetitive behaviours by these 
amygdala nuclei. 
Indeed, CeAHtr2a neurons appear as a hub integrating sensory afferents from the 
cortex, thalamus, hippocampus and brainstem, as well as inputs from homeostatic 
centres and neuromodulatory systems in the hypothalamus and midbrain 
respectively.  How these afferents might influence different aspect of the 
rewarding behaviour will be further discussed in the subsequent sections. 
4.3. CEAHTR2A NEURONS REPRESENT A HETEROGENEOUS 
POPULATION 
Although functionally homogeneous, as it is the first CeA population described 
that positively modulates food intake, anatomical evidence points toward 
heterogeneity in the CeAHtr2a population. For instance, analysis of local 
connectivity demonstrated that inputs to CeAHtr2a cells were likely to be from 
other Htr2a-expressing neurons, a wiring motif that was also observed between 
Sst-expressing neurons but not among CeAPKCδ cells. While interconnectivity 
could be important in preventing runaway excitation, another plausible 
interpretation would be that CeAHtr2a and CeASst neurons are composed of several 
subpopulations that are reciprocally connected. Additionally, if each of these 
CeASst subpopulations monosynaptically inhibits CeAPKCδ neurons, this would 
explain why CeASst inputs onto CeAPKCδ cells are more numerous than CeAPKCδ 
inputs onto CeASst neurons.  
Hierarchical clustering of the brain regions that give inputs to CeAHtr2a neurons 
based on their covariance, provided the strongest evidence of heterogeneity 
within this population. It revealed that CeAHtr2a neurons can be seen as composite 
of several subpopulations that exhibit specific input patterns. At this stage, a 
definite number of these subsets is hard to estimate, however, it appears that while 
some of them show a substantial degree of overlap in their input pattern, others 
receive information from a completely distinct set of brain structures. Along those 
lines, in vivo calcium imaging experiments (conducted by Amelia M. Douglass 
and Hakan Kucukdereli – data not shown) demonstrated that the latency at which 
CeAHtr2a neurons begin firing upon the start of food intake is highly variable, 
suggesting that their activation is likely driven by diverse inputs. Could this be 
attributed to a discrepancy in the transduction of CeLHtr2a versus CeMHtr2a 
neurons, as these two divisions supposedly exhibit distinct underlying 
connectivities65,168? This is an appealing interpretation and certainly accounts for 
some of the variances observed in the input pattern of CeAHtr2a neurons. 
Nonetheless, it cannot justify the full range of differences, as all divisions of the 
CeA appear to receive inputs from the cortex, thalamus, hypothalamus and 
brainstem65,168. 
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In the subsequent sections, I will further discuss what roles these distinct subsets 
might play in appetitive behaviours. 
4.4. CEAHTR2A NEURONS HAVE THE NECESSARY CONNECTIONS TO 
INFLUENCE APPETITIVE BEHAVIOURS 
Behavioural experiments conducted by Amelia M. Douglass demonstrated that 
Htr2a-expressing cells in the CeA promote both food consumption and self-
reinforcement via inhibition of the PBN. Yet, the question remains as to what 
inputs trigger activation of PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons during an appetitive 
task.   
My analysis of long-range presynaptic partners revealed that those CeAHtr2a cells 
projecting to the PBN only receive a subset of the whole inputs to CeAHtr2a 
neurons. Interestingly, in my hierarchically clustered map, nine out of ten of these 
brain areas belong to one distinct cluster, and eight out of these nine were shown 
to provide substantial innervation onto CeAHtr2a neurons, but weak or almost non-
existent innervation onto CeAPKCδ cells. These eight regions included 
hypothalamic nuclei as well as midbrain structures such as the substantia nigra 
lateralis (SNL) that harbours populations of dopaminergic neurons. 
Hypothalamic inputs onto CeA cells have not yet been investigated very 
thoroughly and were thus far considered as feedback afferents from effector 
centres (see: 1.2.1. Long-range afferents to the CeA). Yet, I could identify the 
arcuate nucleus (Arc) – a region that is not one of the downstream targets of the 
CeA – as a hypothalamic structure giving inputs to PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a 
neurons. Circuits involving agouti-related protein (AGRP) and pro-
opiomelanocortin (POMC) expressing cells in this nucleus have been extensively 
studied for their role in homeostatic control of body weight165,169. ArcAGRP and 
ArcPOMC neurons sense circulating hormones that signal energy deficits (ghrelin) 
or body fat levels (leptin and insulin) and influence food intake through 
projections to several brain areas165,169. Not surprisingly, the energetic level of an 
animal can strongly influence its performance in instrumental conditioning. 
Indeed, food deprived animals will work much harder to obtain a food reward 
than satiated ones170. This phenomenon is thought to occur because animals will 
assign higher incentive value to nutrients that are consumed when they are hungry 
compared to when they are not171. As described in the introduction (see: 1.4.1. 
Encoding of reward stimuli in the CeA), the CeA can mediate an increase in the 
motivation to work for one particular reward by strengthening its incentive 
salience properties149,150.  So, it is attractive to think that afferents from the Arc 
that carry information about the current nutritive state of an animal might help 
CeAHtr2a neurons in this task and would facilitate the consumption of less 
palatable food during energy deficit. This interaction between homeostatic and 
hedonic control of food intake is a very exciting area for future research as the 
literature so far has mainly treated these two processes as independent172. 
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In addition to hypothalamic nuclei, PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons appear to 
be targeted by the SNL nucleus, which constitutes an important source of 
dopaminergic neurons166. Dopamine has long been implicated as a critical 
component of motivated behaviours. Indeed, dopamine intrinsically promotes 
reward, as animals will self-stimulate for dopamine release172,173. It is also 
implicated with the motivation to execute the behaviours necessary to obtain and 
consume food172, and has been proposed to function by accrediting incentive 
salience to reward-related stimuli174,175. As ingestion of palatable foods has been 
shown to increase dopamine release in CeA176,177, it would be of great interest to 
determine whether the role of the CeA in rewarding behaviour might be 
dependent on dopamine release. 
With regard to the structures downstream of CeAHtr2a neurons that participate in 
appetitive behaviours, projections to the PBN have been shown to carry a 
positive-valence signal as well as to facilitate food intake. However, the processes 
underlying these effects remain unresolved. For instance, do CeAHtr2a cells act by 
inhibiting CGRP-expressing neurons in the lateral PBN (lPBN) that encode a 
negative-valence signal and therefore block the excitation onto CeAPKCδ cells? 
Alternatively, can they shape the response profile of PBN cells87,88 in a way that 
it increases the “wanting” of particular tastes? Molecular and physiological 
characterization of PBN neurons that receive monosynaptic inputs from CeAHtr2a 
would help to shed light on these questions.  
Nevertheless, examination of the output pathways should not be restricted to the 
study of the PBN, as distinct CeAHtr2a efferents might differentially contribute to 
feeding and reward related behaviours. Indeed, my analysis of whole brain 
projections of CeAHtr2a neurons revealed that they send axons to the pontine 
reticular nucleus (PRN), a nucleus which has been recently involved in 
controlling jaw movements94. 
Additionally, CeAHtr2a axons were found in the substantia nigra (SN), which is 
known to influence dopamine release166 and therefore act concomitantly on 
several brain circuits that mediate motivated behaviours including food seeking 
and consumption172. 
Finally, CeAHtr2a innervate the lateral hypothalamus (LH) but the identity of the 
postsynaptic cells is unknown. Further investigations could address whether this 
connection acts in parallel to bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) to LH 
projections to inhibit LH glutamatergic neurons whose activity is known to 
encode a negative-valence signal and inhibit food intake178. 
4.5. CEA NEURONS MAY FORM STIMULUS-VALENCE 
ASSOCIATIONS NECESSARY FOR BOTH AVERSIVE AND APPETITIVE 
LEARNING. 
Perhaps the most surprising outcome of my covariance analysis study is that 
CeAHtr2a neurons that receive inputs from the cortex, including the IC, and the 
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gustatory thalamus, form a very distinct cluster and largely do not overlap with 
CeAHtr2a neurons that are innervated by hypothalamic and neuromodulatory 
centres. Furthermore, my preliminary results suggest that those subsets that 
receive strong inputs from the IC might not belong to the four principal 
populations of CeA projection neurons. This finding raises the possibility that 
sensory information coming from the cortex and thalamus might preferentially 
terminate onto cells that extend axons only locally within the CeA. To my 
knowledge, the existence of a population of CeA interneurons has not been 
demonstrated. Immunostaining against classical markers of striatal interneurons 
such as Sst and NPY is in vain as they mark, at least partially, populations of 
projection neurons in the CeA23,25,179,180. Nonetheless, recordings performed in 
slice preparations recently revealed that a small number of CeA cells (8%) exhibit 
electrophysiological properties that resemble the ones of BLA interneurons181. In 
addition, an anatomical study provided hints that calbindin- and calretinin-
expressing cells in this region may represent populations of interneurons as they 
have morphological characteristics typical of inhibitory interneurons182. Based on 
my tracing studies, we expect CeA interneurons to express Htr2a and PKCδ, as 
both populations receive inputs from the IC and gustatory thalamus. 
Assuming that sensory information from the IC and gustatory thalamus targets 
CeA neurons that only project within the CeA, could this segregation in the 
distribution of information onto a subset of CeA neurons follow a certain logic? 
In the BLA complex, it is thought that CS-US associations occur in neurons that 
receive convergent afferents from the sensory cortex and thalamus (conveying 
CS information) and nociceptive system (transmitting US information) in the case 
of aversive learning1. If the same logic applies to CeA neurons, then we would 
expect that the subpopulation of CeA cells that integrates inputs from the IC, 
gustatory thalamus and PBN is able to form its own stimulus-value associations 
and undergo synaptic plasticity mechanisms that are necessary to establish 
memory. 
Supporting this view, IC cortex inputs onto CeA cells have recently been shown 
to mediate learning that environmental cues predict an unpleasant taste64. 
Similarly, CGRP+ neurons in the lPBN encode visceral, energy balance and pain 
information and projections from lPBNCGRP neurons to CeA neurons have been 
proposed to convey a negative-valence signal that is essential to drive aversive 
learning37,57. Remarkably, both CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons receive afferents 
from the hippocampal formation, suggesting that they might additionally 
integrate spatial and contextual information71 and their connections with the 
posterior paraventricular thalamus (pPVT) might support the retrieval and 
maintenance of these memories125,126.  
Therefore, based on anatomical evidence from my work, together with previously 
published behavioural studies37,57,64, I propose that a population of CeA 
interneurons that receives convergent inputs from the IC, gustatory thalamus and 
CGRP-expressing lPBN neurons is responsible for learning about negative-
valence stimuli. Because these afferents emanate from gustatory and visceral 
associated structures, I suggest that aversive CeA-mediated learning is primarily 
essential to link physical properties of potentially harmful substances to 
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contextual and spatial environmental cues and the resulting symptoms of their 
consumption. 
In spite of this, we could imagine that a distinct population of CeA interneurons 
may mediate appetitive learning so that an animal learns that environmental cues 
predict a rewarding outcome such as food availability or that a particular taste, 
odour or texture is associated with a positive outcome. In favour of this, I found 
that both CeAHtr2a neurons that promote appetitive behaviours and CeAPKCδ 
neurons that elicit aversive behaviours receive inputs from the IC, gustatory 
thalamus and lPBN, suggesting that distinct subsets of neurons in these structures 
might target these two CeA populations. This is partially illustrated by the fact 
that 60.4 ±4.4% of lPBN inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons originate from CGRP+ cells, 
while the latter provide only 16.4 ±7.1% of CeAHtr2a inputs. 
Alternatively, information about the positive US may be relayed by dopamine 
that is known to encode prediction errors and therefore serve as a teaching signal 
for reward learning183,184. In light of this, the SNL and midbrain reticular nucleus, 
retrorubral area (RR) that harbour populations of dopaminergic neurons 
preferentially project onto CeAHtr2a neurons compared to CeAPKCδ cells. 
Finally, considerable evidence suggests that the IC can represent both positive 
and negative values39,185–187. Yet, in a recent study64, optogenetic silencing of IC 
to CeA projections only led to impairment in the avoidance response to a 
predicted unpleasant taste but left the approach behaviour to a predicted pleasant 
taste intact. At this point, the role of defined subsets of CeA neurons in mediating 
stimulus-valence association during appetitive learning remains uncertain and 
needs more detailed interrogations.  
4.6. PARALLEL COLLABORATIVE CIRCUITS IN THE CEA MAY 
CONTROL BEHAVIOUR 
In addition to providing efferents to brain areas involved in rewarding behaviours, 
CeAHtr2a neurons send axon collaterals to a number of other forebrain and 
brainstem structures, which have previously been implicated in controlling 
conditioned-fear expression. Among them, the ventro-lateral periaqueductal gray 
(vlPAG) is a key site for mediating the freezing reaction in response to a threat92.  
This raises the question whether pleasure and displeasure would be underpinned 
by CeA circuits that are organised in a somewhat overlapping manner. As 
described earlier (see: 1.3.3. Beyond conditioned fear in the CeA), projections 
from the BLA to the CeA can both exert an anxiolytic influence138 and encode a 
negative valence signal124,131, illustrating that one single pathway can affect 
opposing behaviours. Therefore, it is conceivable that the same connections that 
were once thought to regulate conditioned fear may also control rewarding 
behaviour. As an example, the sight of a high incentive reward can also trigger 
an increase in heart rate and blood pressure188, supporting a model in which 
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physiological responses to positive and negative emotions may be processed by 
neural systems that partially overlap.  
Yet, some connections must be exclusive to either the appetitive or aversive 
behaviour, and the fact that projection neurons do not occupy the same territory 
in the CeL could make them more likely to be connected with positively or 
negatively valenced elements. This would be an interesting question to pursue. 
Furthermore, local antagonistic connections between two opposing units might 
serve to maintain an imbalance in their tonic activity that would contribute to 
different behavioural programs. For instance, we have seen that CeAHtr2a neurons 
and CeAPKCδ cells mutually inhibit each other, a circuit mechanism that could 
allow for a rapid switch between reinforcement and inhibition of food intake.  
Overall, this suggests that the CeA is a collective of collaborative neuronal 
circuits that act together to modulate pleasant or unpleasant behaviour depending 
on the environmental conditions and the internal state of the animal. The focus 
should now be on how distinct sensory information is computed locally to give 
rise to diverse functional effects. 
4.7. LIMITATIONS OF THE RABIES VIRUS–BASED MONOSYNAPTIC 
TRACING TECHNOLOGY 
Trans-synaptic tracing using modified rabies virus has proven itself extremely 
valuable to map connections in between defined populations of neurons156. Yet, 
it is important here to mention its associated caveats and limitations. 
First, at the level of the local connectivity, leaky expression of TVA, G- and 
mCherry proteins outside of Cre+ cells has been observed159. Although this leaky 
expression does not allow sufficient production of the G protein necessary for 
trans-complementation and transsynaptic spread, a very low level of TVA 
expression can however permit an efficient interaction with the EnvA protein, 
resulting in RABV infection and subsequent expression of genes from the viral 
genome. Since the level of mCherry protein in these cells is not detectable, these 
neurons are undistinguishable from presynaptic partners. To overcome this 
problem, a new form of the TVA receptor that exhibits a lower affinity with its 
EnvA ligand has been produced189. This mutant does not show Cre-independent 
labelling and therefore could be implemented in our laboratory for further 
analysis of CeA local connectivity. 
A second issue that should be considered is the difficulty in analysing 
interconnectivity between Cre+ neurons. Indeed, transynaptic spread to a neuron 
that was initially infected with the AAV helper but not with the RABV would 
result in further trans-complementation with G and spread of the virions across 
an additional synaptic step. This likely resulted in an underestimation of the 
proportion of inputs originating from the same population in my microcircuit 
analysis. 
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In addition, although this study is the first to provide a comprehensive whole-
brain atlas of the monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a neurons, some of the 
presynaptic partners of CeAPKCδ and CeASst cells have already been 
published64,134,141. While the results from this work and others are very consistent 
considering CeAPKCδ tracing experiments, divergences exist with respect to the 
identity of long-range inputs to CeASst neurons. Indeed, although I have never 
observed RABV+ neurons in the IC of CeASst tracing brains, two groups64,134 have 
reported CeASst neurons as downstream targets of the IC. Several explanations 
could account for these discrepancies. First, the use of a different Cre-driver line 
in Schiff et al., study might lead to disparate results. Second, Sst+ cells are widely 
represented in the BLA which lies next to the CeA. If BLASst neurons receive IC 
inputs, then a high infection rate of these cells would strongly compromise the 
data analysis. Additional methods would be needed to solve this issue.  
Importantly, as the mechanism through which the RABV is transsynaptically 
transported to the input neurons is not entirely understood, the possibility still 
stands that the RABV exhibits a specificity towards infecting certain types of 
neurons or a resistance towards others as it was recently described for myelinated 
and unmyelinated sensory neurons in the dorsal root ganglia of the spinal cord190. 
This would strongly bias the interpretation of studies using trans-synaptic rabies 
virus-based tracing.  
Finally, it is yet not clear whether the use of RABV overcomes the limitations 
that are usually encountered with other retrograde tools such as infection of axons 
in passage156.  
Overall, this study of local and long-range presynaptic partners of defined 
populations of CeA neurons has reliably revealed trends as well as biases that 
likely mask the real organisation of CeA circuits. In the future, complementary 
techniques such as channelrhodopsin-assisted circuit mapping132 could be used to 
support this work.  
4.8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
The aim of my thesis was to provide a high level of detail in the wiring diagram, 
including both the pattern of inputs and outputs, of a population of CeA neurons 
that has been shown to positively regulate food intake.  
Based on results from my work and a rich literature on CeA neuronal assemblies, 
a picture of CeA microcircuits has emerged (Figure 23) in which sensory 
information from the IC and gustatory thalamus might specifically terminate onto 
a population of interneurons. CeA interneurons would in turn process this 
information to provide a positive- or negative-valence tag to the physical 
properties of particular nutrients and the contextual cues associated with their 
ingestion.  Through local computations, the encoding cells would then use this 
tag to modulate the activity of projection neurons in the CeA to engage the 
appropriate behaviour. Importantly, as CeA networks are exclusively composed 
of inhibitory neurons, I propose that encoding cells and executing cells are 
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separated by more than one synapse. Indeed, in basal condition, an intermediate 
population might inhibit the projection neurons and disinhibition of these 
intermediate cells by the encoding ones would release the tonic inhibition onto 
the output neurons and facilitate their excitation by external components, such as 
neuromodulators.  
 
Figure 23: Schematic model of the 
organisation of CeA microcircuits. In the 
CeA, two populations of encoding 
interneurons encode positively or negatively 
valenced cues (+ and -) and control the 
activity of projection neurons via 
intermediate cells (i) that tonically inhibit 
the latter. Activation of encoding cells 
inhibits the intermediate cells, thereby 
releasing the inhibition on the projection 
neurons, which facilitates their activation by 
external players such as neuromodulators. 
Of great interest would be to characterize the identity of the CeA neurons that lie 
downstream of the IC and find further evidence that they exhibit the anatomical 
and functional properties of interneurons. In order to do so, one strategy could 
consist of acutely activating the axonal projections of IC neurons in the CeA. 
Subsequent analysis of immediate early gene expression (such as c-fos) in 
combination with immunostaining for various CeA markers would provide 
details about the molecular identity of CeA neurons that receive inputs from the 
cortex. A similar approach could be pursued after injection of retrogradely 
transported beads in one or several output regions in order to assess the likeliness 
that c-fos positive CeA cells overlap with retrogradely labelled CeA neurons. 
Complementing this set of experiments, channelrhodopsin-assisted circuit 
mapping132 in brain slices could confirm the functionality of the identified 
connections and define whether CeA neurons that receive afferents from the IC 
undergo learning-dependent plasticity. 
Once molecular markers have been identified, intersecting combinations of 
specific Cre driver lines could be used to further asses the function of these cells. 
For instance, recording calcium transients could demonstrate whether the activity 
of these neurons can encode both the conditioned (CS) and unconditioned 
stimulus (US). Remarkably, we could identify whether neurons that encode 
aversive stimuli are distinct from the ones that encode appetitive stimuli. 
Functional manipulation of this population using optogenetics and 
pharmacogenetic tools would finally confirm whether memory traces are stored 
in the CeA. Collectively, this array of experiments would provide new insights 
into how associative memories are stored in the CeA. Of note, we should keep in 
mind that neuronal coding in the amygdala might be dependent on both up- and 
down-regulation191 of cell activity and merely focusing on CeA neurons that are 
excited during learning and retrieval might only partially reveal how CeA 
ensembles encode memories. 
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In order to understand the division of labour within the CeA, functionality must 
be mapped onto each CeA projection neuron using well-designed behavioural 
tasks. Importantly, it is unlikely that all neurons that project to the same nucleus 
share the same function. For this reason, more specific targeting will be needed 
and together with state of the art tracing methods, would permit the visualisation 
of where the circuits for the execution of appetitive and aversive behaviours 
overlap and separate. 
Finally, as we look to the future of research on CeA circuits, I believe that 
understanding how neuromodulators influence the encoding of positive and 
negative valence cues should deserve special attention. For instance, what is the 
role of dopamine in both appetitive and consummatory parts of CeA-mediated 
rewarding behaviours as well as whether it can act as a teaching signal for 
learning about positive-valence stimuli. In addition, CeAHtr2a neurons appear to 
be specific target of the dorsal raphe (DR) nucleus that contains the largest group 
of serotonin-producing neurons in the brain. Although the identity of the input 
neurons in the DR has not been investigated in this study, it was previously shown 
that glemanserin which is a selective antagonist of the Htr2a receptor can 
decrease the activity of Htr2a-Cre positive neurons in the CeA, suggesting that 
serotonin increases the firing of these cells38. Thus far, serotonin has been 
described as a negative regulator of food intake192. Yet, a study has demonstrated 
that blocking the Htr2a receptor in fly can decrease food consumption suggesting 
a positive role of serotonin and this receptor on feeding behaviour193. 
In conclusion, my findings provide a new angle on the architecture of CeA 
circuits that control appetitive and aversive behaviours. Further delineation of 
CeA cell populations based on their molecular profiles, developmental origin, 
response properties, and connectivity pattern is required in order to understand 
how neuronal signals in the CeA come to affect behaviour.  
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5. METHODS
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5.1. ANIMALS 
Htr2a-Cre BAC (STOCK Tg[Htr2a-cre] KM208Gsat/Mmucd) and Prkcd-Cre 
BAC (Tg(Prkcd-glc-1/CFP,-cre)EH124Gsat) transgenic lines were obtained from 
the Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Center (https://www.mmrrc.org/). Sst-Cre 
(Ssttm2.1(cre)Zjh) transgenic mice were acquired from the Jackson Laboratory 
(https://www.jax.org/). Td-Tomato (B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-
tdTomato)Hze/J) and Rosa26R mouse lines have been previously described. WT 
mice were from the C57BL/6NRj strain (Janvier Labs - http://www.janvier-
labs.com). All experiments were conducted using 2-4 month old males and 
females mice backcrossed onto a C57BL/6NRj background. 
5.2. VIRAL CONSTRUCTS 
AAV1-EF1α-FLEX-TVAmCherry and AAV1-CAG-FLEX-RG were purchased 
from the University of North Carolina Vector Core 
(https://www.med.unc.edu/genetherapy/vectorcore). AAV8-CAG-FlexFRT-G 
and AAV5-CAG-FlexFRT-TC were obtained from the Gene Vector and Virus 
Core of Stanford University School of Medicine (http://med.stanford.edu/gvvc/). 
For mapping of monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons, I 
used the EnvA G-deleted rabies-eGFP produced at the Gene Transfer Targeting 
and Therapeutics Core of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies 
(http://www.salk.edu/science/core-facilities/gene-transfer-targeting-and-
therapeutics-core/). EnvA G-deleted rabies-eGFP used for TRIO and cTRIO 
experiments has been previously described154. We obtained the CAV2-Cre and 
CAV2-FlexLoxp-Flp from the Montpellier Vectorology Platform of the UMS 
Biocampus (http://www.igmm.cnrs.fr/spip.php?rubrique166). HSV-hEF1α-Cre 
and HSV-hEF1α-LS1L-IRESflpo were supplied by the Viral Gene Transfer Core 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(https://mcgovern.mit.edu/technology/viral-core-facility). AAV-Flex-SynMyc194 
was a gift from S. Arber (FMI, Basel). AAV-Flex-mcherry195 was a gift from M. 
Schwarz (Max Planck Institute for Medical Research, Heidelberg). 
5.3. STEREOTAXIC SURGERIES 
Mice were anaesthetized using isoflurane (Cp-pharma) (induction, 3%; 
maintenance, 1.5%) in oxygen-enriched air and head-fixed on a stereotaxic frame 
(Model 1900 – Kopf Instruments). Their body temperature was maintained at 
37⁰C using a heating pad. Carprofen (Rimadyl – Zoetis) (5 mg/kg body weight), 
as an analgesic, was given via subcutaneous injection. Viral particles were 
delivered using glass pipettes (708707 - BLAUBRAND intraMARK) connected 
to a Picospritzer III (Parker Hannifin Corporation) and controlled by a Master-8 
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pulse stimulator (A.M.P.I) at a flow rate of 50 nL/min. After delivery of the virus, 
the pipette remained in the brain for 5 min to prevent spread of the virus. 
5.3.1. Negative control experiments for monosynaptic tracing 
0.2-0.4 μL of AAV1-EF1α-FLEX-TVAmCherry and AAV1-CA-FLEX-RG 
mixed at a ratio of 1:4 were unilaterally or bilaterally injected in the CeA of WT 
mice (stereotaxic coordinates from bregma in Table 1). Fourteen days later, mice 
were injected in the CeA using the exact same coordinates with 0.2-0.4 μL of 
EnvA G-deleted rabies-eGFP virus. After recovery, mice were housed for seven 
days before euthanasia. 
5.3.2. Identification of monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and 
CeASst neurons 
0.2-0.4 μL of AAV1-EF1α-FLEX-TVAmCherry and AAV1-CA-FLEX-RG 
mixed at a ratio of 1:4 were unilaterally or bilaterally injected in the CeA of 
Htr2a-Cre or Prkcd-Cre or Sst-Cre mice (stereotaxic coordinates from bregma in 
Table 1). Fourteen days later, mice were injected in the CeA using the exact same 
coordinates with 0.2-0.4 μL of EnvA G-deleted rabies-eGFP virus. After 
recovery, mice were housed for seven days before euthanasia. 
5.3.3. Identification of monosynaptic inputs to BNST, LH, PAG and 
PBN-projecting CeA neurons (TRIO experiments) 
0.2-0.4 μL of AAV1-EF1α-FLEX-TVAmCherry and AAV1-CA-FLEX-RG 
mixed at a ratio of 1:4 were unilaterally or bilaterally injected in the CeA of WT 
mice (stereotaxic coordinates from bregma in Table 1). In the same surgery, 0.4 
μl of CAV2-Cre and HSV-hEF1α-Cre mixed at a ratio of 1:1 were also injected 
unilaterally or bilaterally in the BNST, or LH, or PAG, or PBN (stereotaxic 
coordinates from bregma in Table 1). Fourteen days later, mice were injected in 
the CeA using the exact same coordinates as described above with 0.2-0.4 μL of 
EnvA G-deleted rabies-eGFP virus. After recovery, mice were housed for seven 
days before euthanasia. 
5.3.4. Identification of monosynaptic inputs to PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a 
neurons (cTRIO experiments)  
0.4 μL of AAV8-CAG-FlexFRT-G and AAV5-CAG-FlexFRT-TC mixed at a ratio 
of 1:1 were unilaterally or bilaterally injected in the CeA of Htr2a-Cre mice 
(stereotaxic coordinates from bregma in Table 1). In the same surgery, 0.4 μl of 
CAV2-FlexLoxp-Flp and HSV-hEF1α-LS1L-IRES-flpo mixed at a ratio of 1:1 
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were also injected in the PBN (stereotaxic coordinates from bregma in Table 1). 
Fourteen days later, mice were injected in the CeA using the exact same 
coordinates with 0.2-0.4 μL of EnvA G-deleted rabies-eGFP virus. After 
recovery, mice were housed for seven days before euthanasia. 
5.3.5. Analysis of spatial segregation of CeA projection neurons 
WT mice were injected in the BNST and or LH and or PAG and or PBN 
(stereotaxic coordinates from bregma in Table 1) with 300nL of Cholera Toxin 
Subunit B (CTB) conjugated with Alexa fluor 488 or 555 or 647 (C34775, 
C34776, C34778 – Invitrogen). After recovery, mice were housed for seven days 
before euthanasia. 
5.3.6. Axonal projections of CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons 
Htr2a-Cre or Prkcd-Cre mice were unilaterally or bilaterally injected in the CeA 
(stereotaxic coordinates from bregma in Table 1) with AAV-Flex-SynMyc or 
AAV-Flex-mcherry. After recovery, mice were housed for seven days before 
euthanasia. 
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Injection 
site 
Tracing experiments 
Rostro-
caudal 
(in mm) 
Medio-
lateral 
(in mm) 
Dorso-
ventral 
(in mm) 
CeA 
Inputs to CeAHtr2a 
Inputs to CeAPkcδ 
Inputs to CeASst 
Inputs to PBN-projecting 
CeAHtr2a 
Negative control for 
monosynaptic tracing 
Axonal projections of 
CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ 
-1.25 +/-2.9 -4.9 to 4.8 
CeA Inputs to BNST-projecting -1.2 +/-2.85 -4.7 
CeA Inputs to LH-projecting -1.2 +/-2.86 -4.8 
CeA Inputs to PAG-projecting  -1.25 +/-2.86 -4.8 
CeA Inputs to PBN-projecting  -1.3 +/-2.9 -4.8 
BNST 
Inputs to BNST-projecting 
Spatial segregation of 
BNST-projecting 
 
+0.56 +/-0.92 
-4.95 to 
4.65 
LH 
Inputs to LH-projecting 
Spatial segregation of LH-
projecting 
-1.25 +/-1.15 -5.2 
PAG 
Inputs to PAG-projecting  
Spatial segregation of 
PAG-projecting  
-4.2 to 4.4 +/-0.55 -2.84 
PBN 
Inputs to PBN-projecting 
Spatial segregation of 
PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a 
-5.3 
+/- 1.35 to 
1.45 
-3.9 to -3.8 
Table 1: Stereotaxic coordinates from bregma 
5.4. HISTOLOGY 
Animals were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (Medistar and Serumwerk) 
(100 mg/kg and 16 mg/kg respectively) and transcardially perfused with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 
(1004005 – Merck) (w/v) in PBS. Extracted brains were postfixed at 4 °C in 4% 
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PFA (w/v) in PBS for 12 h. Brain tissues for in situ hybridization were 
cryoprotected sequentially in 15% and 30% sucrose (S0389 – Sigma-Aldrich) 
(w/v) in PBS at 4°C and embedded in O.C.T (Sakura Finetek). 15 μm coronal 
cryo-sections were cut using a cryostat (CM30505 - Leica), mounted on 
Superfrost Plus slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific - Menzel-Gläser), dried in air for 
20 min at RT and stored at −80 °C for later use. All other brain samples were 
embedded in 4% agarose (01280 – Biomol) (w/v) in PBS and sliced using a 
Vibratome (VT1000S - Leica) into 50- to 100-μm free-floating coronal sections. 
5.5. BRAIN TISSUE CLEARING 
The protocol was adapted from a previously published protocol196. Htr2a-Cre 
mice that had been stereotaxically injected in the CeA with an AAV-mCherry 
virus to reveal CeAHtr2a axonal projections, were anesthetized with 
ketamine/xylazine (Medistar and Serumwerk) (100 mg/kg and 16 mg/kg 
respectively) and perfused through the ascending aorta at a speed of 4 mL/min 
with 20 mL of ice cold PBS followed by 20 mL of ice-cold hydrogel monomer 
solution containing 2% acrylamide (161-0140, Bio-Rad), 0.025% bisacrylamide 
(1610142, Bio-Rad), 4% PFA and 0.25% VA-044 initiator (w/v) (27776-21-2, 
Wako) in PBS. After perfusion, brains were placed in 20 mL of ice-cold hydrogel 
monomer solution and incubated for 3 days at 4 °C. Brain tissues immerged in 
hydrogel monomer solution were then incubated for 3 h at 37 °C to allow the 
solution to polymerize. The embedded samples were extracted from the gel and 
2 mm sections were cut using a vibratome (VT1000S - Leica) Sections were then 
washed with a clearing solution: 4% SDS (0183 – Carl Roth) and 200 mM boric 
acid (1.00165, Millipore), pH 8.5, until they became transparent (approximately 
2 weeks). When transparency was achieved, sections were rinsed for at least 3 
days in PBS and 0.1% Triton X-100 (6683 – Carl Roth) at 37 °C to remove 
residual SDS. Sections were finally incubated in a refractive-index-matching 
solution (RapiClear, RI = 1.47, SunJin Lab) for 8 h (up to 1 day) at RT before to 
be mounted in fresh RapiClear between two coverslips separated by iSpacers 
(IS003 1mm - SunJin Lab). 
5.6. FLUORESCENCE IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION (FISH) 
Fixed frozen sections from Htr2a-cre;LacZ, Htr2a-cre; tdTomato mice or Prkcd-
Cre mice that were transduced in the CeA with AAV helper viruses and 
recombinant rabies virus to identify monosynaptic inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons 
underwent two-color FISH. The assay was performed by using the proprietary 
probes and methods of Advanced Cell Diagnostics (ACD Technical notes 320535 
for sample preparation and 320293 for multiplex fluorescence labeling, 
http://www.acdbio.com/technical-support/downloads/).  
Briefly, sections were washed with PBS to remove O.C.T. They were then boiled 
for 5 min in Pretreat 2 buffer and immediately afterwards washed 2 times in 
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distilled water and 1 time in 100% ethanol (32205 – Sigma-Aldrich) at RT. 
Sections were then air dried before incubation with Pretreat 4 for 30 min at 40 °C 
in a HybEZ humidified incubator (ACDBio). Sections were rinsed 2 times at RT 
with distilled water before hybridization with probes. Single- or dual-probe 
labelling were performed using probes for Htr2a (Mm-Htr2a-C1, 401291), LacZ 
(Ecoli-lacZ-C3, 313451-C3), Tac2 (Mm-Tac2-C2, 446391) and Crh (Mm-CRH-
C2, 316091) mRNA. The C1 probe was ready to use. When used in combination 
with C1, the C2 and C3 probes were diluted 50 times in C1 probe. When used 
alone, the C2 and C3 probes were diluted 50 times in the probe diluent buffer. 
Probes were heated in a 40 °C water bath for 10 min before use. Probe mix was 
applied to the tissue sections, which were placed in a 40 °C HybEZ humidified 
incubator for 2 h. Sections were rinsed in ACD Wash Buffer (2 × 2 min at RT) 
and underwent sequential incubations with the proprietary ACD reagents AMP1-
FL (30 min at RT), AMP2-FL (15 min at RT), AMP3-FL (30 min at RT) and 
Amp 4 Alt B-FL AMP4-FL (15 min at RT) with two washes (2 min) between 
each step. Brain sections from Htr2a-cre;LacZ mice were then labelled with 
DAPI for 30 seconds (Sigma-Aldrich) and immediately coverslipped using 
Fluorescent Mounting Medium (S3023 - Dako).  
Brain sections from Htr2a;tdTomato mice or from Prkcd-Cre mice that were 
transduced in the CeA with AAV helper viruses and recombinant rabies virus to 
identify monosynaptic inputs to CeAPKCδ neurons were blocked for 2 h at RT with 
0.2% BSA (A7030 – Sigma-Aldrich) and 5% donkey serum (017-000-121 – 
Jackson Immunoresearch) (w/v) in PBS. Sections were then incubated at 4 °C 
overnight with mouse anti-GFP (1:500) (632381, Clontech) and/or rabbit anti-
mCherry (1:500) (ab167453, Abcam) in 0.1% Triton X-100 (66831 – Carl Roth) 
and 0.2% BSA (w/v) in PBS. After three washes of 15 min each in PBS, they 
were incubated for 2 h at RT with the following secondary antibodies: donkey 
anti-rabbit/mouse Alexa Fluor 488 or Cy3 or Alexa Fluor 647 (1:300) (anti-
rabbit, 711-545-152, 711-165-152, 711-495-152; anti-mouse, 715-545-151, 715-
165-151, 715-605-151 – Jackson Immunoresearch) in 0.1% Triton X-100 and 
0.2% BSA (w/v) in PBS. Sections were finally washed three times for 15 min 
each with PBS, labelled with DAPI for 30 seconds (Sigma-Aldrich) and 
immediately coverslipped using Fluorescent Mounting Medium (S3023 - Dako).  
5.7. IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY (IHC) 
50 μm free-floating coronal sections cut using a Vibratome (VT1000S – Leica) 
were incubated in 50 mM ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) (1.01145 – Merck) for 
15 min to reduce auto-fluorescence of the brain tissues. Sections were then 
permeabilized for 30 min at RT with 0.5% TritonX-100 (66831 – Carl Roth) in 
PBS and blocked for 2 hr at RT with 0.2% BSA (A7030 – Sigma-Aldrich) and 
5% donkey serum (017-000-121 – Jackson Immunoresearch) (w/v) in PBS. 
Sections were incubated with primary antibodies diluted in 0.2% BSA (w/v) in 
PBS at 4 °C overnight. The following primary antibodies were used: mouse anti-
PKCδ (1:100) (610398, BD Biosciences), chicken anti-LacZ (1:200) (ab9361, 
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Abcam), rabbit anti-Sst (1:1000) (T-4103, Peninsula Laboratories International), 
goat anti-CGRP (1:500) (Abcam, ab36001) and rabbit anti-myc (ab9106, 
Abcam). Sections were washed three times 15 min with 0.1% TritonX-100 in 
PBS and incubated for 2 h at RT with secondary antibody diluted 1:300 in 0.2% 
BSA (w/v) in PBS. The following secondary antibodies were used: donkey anti-
rabbit/mouse/goat/chicken Alexa Fluor 488 or Cy3 or Alexa Fluor 647 (anti-
rabbit, 711-545-152, 711-165-152, 711-495-152; anti-mouse, 715-545-151, 715-
165-151, 715-605-151; anti-goat, 705-545-147, 705-165-157, 705-175-147; anti-
chicken, 703-545-155, 703-165-155, 703-605-155 – Jackson Immunoresearch). 
Sections were washed two times 15 min with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS and 
incubated with DAPI (1/2000) (Sigma - Aldrich) in PBS. After 15 min wash in 
PBS, sections were finally coverslipped using Fluorescent Mounting Medium 
(S3023 - Dako). 
5.8. MICROSCOPY AND IMAGE PROCESSING 
A Leica SP8 confocal microscope and a 20×/0.75 IMM objective (Leica) were 
used to acquire Fluorescence z-stack images. Epifluorescence images were 
obtained with an upright epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss) with 5×/0.15 or 
10×/0.3 objectives (Zeiss). Entire coronal sections of a mouse brain or full view 
of CeA and surrounding nuclei were acquired using the tile scan and automated 
mosaic merge functions of Leica LAS AF software. Images were minimally 
processed with ImageJ software (NIH) to adjust for brightness and contrast for 
optimal representation of the data. A median filter was used to decrease noise.  
5.9. DATA ANALYSIS 
5.9.1. Molecular characterization of CeAHtr2a neurons 
For colocalization analyses of Htr2a-Cre+ neurons in the CeL/C with PKCδ and 
Sst proteins and Htr2a, Tac2 and Crh mRNAs, three to four 50 μm (for IHC) or 
15 μm (for FISH) thick coronal sections per brain and for each marker underwent 
FISH or immunostaining procedure. Z-stack images were acquired and analysed 
from anterior to posterior CeA (bregma −1.1 to −1.7 mm) using ImageJ (NIH).  
5.9.2. Identification of local inputs to CeAHtr2a CeAPKCδ, CeASst and PBN-
projecting CeA neurons 
For quantification of starter cells in the CeA, Z-stack images of every section or 
every second section from −0.9 to −1.8 mm posterior to bregma were acquired 
and analysed using ImageJ (NIH). Brains that showed a high number of starter 
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cells in the CeM and or neighbouring nuclei compared to the CeL/C were 
excluded from the analysis.  
For identification and quantification of local monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, 
CeAPKCδ, CeASst and PBN-projecting CeA neurons, three to four 50 μm (for IHC) 
or 15 μm (for FISH) thick coronal sections per brain and for each marker, 
underwent FISH or immunostaining procedure. Z-stack images were acquired 
and analysed from anterior to posterior CeA (bregma −1.1 to −1.7 mm) using 
ImageJ (NIH).  
5.9.3. Whole brain monosynaptic inputs to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ, CeASst, 
PBN-projecting CeA and PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons 
For quantification of starter cells in the CeA, every section or every second 
section from −0.9 to −1.8 mm posterior to bregma was quantified with ImageJ 
(NIH). Only brains that showed a high tracing efficiency and the presence of a 
large number of starter cells mainly restricted to the CeL/C were chosen for the 
analysis. I also paid attention to only compare animals with similar number of 
starter cells in the CeL/C in between the different experimental conditions. 
For quantifications within all subregions, every section was quantified, but only 
the input neurons ipsilateral to the injection site were considered. The total 
number of labelled neurons within subregions was manually scored except for 
the CeL/C. The approximate number of input cells in the CeL/C for CeAHtr2a and 
CeAPKCδ tracing experiments was estimated by multiplying the total number of 
starter cells in the CeL/C by the ratio 
𝐶𝑒𝐿/𝐶  𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠
𝐶𝑒𝐿/𝐶 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
 . This ratio was calculated for 
each brain by quantifying the number of RABV-eGFP+ only cells and the number 
of starter cells (TVA-mCherry+ and RABV-eGFP+) in three to twelve 50 μm 
thick coronal sections from anterior to posterior CeA (bregma −1.1 to −1.7 mm).  
Boundaries and nomenclature of brain areas are according to the Allen Institute’s 
reference atlas162. Boundaries and nomenclature of subregions are based on the 
Allen Institute’s reference atlas162 with consultation of Paxinos and Franklin’s 
atlas163. Our definitions of the VP, SI, aPVT, pPVT, SNL and DR are exclusively 
according to Paxinos and Franklin’s atlas163. The cortex (Cx) includes 
somatosensory, auditory, perirhinal, ectorhinal and temporal association areas. 
Hippocampus (Hipp.) includes hippocampal and retrohippocampal regions 
excluding the entorhinal area. The multimodal thalamus (Multimod. T.) includes 
the medial geniculate nucleus (medial and dorsal part), subparafascicular 
thalamic nucleus (parvicellular part), suprageniculate thalamic nucleus and 
peripeduncular nucleus. The preoptic hypothalamus (PO H.) includes 
hypothalamic nuclei that are located between 0.5 mm and −0.6 mm anterior–
posterior to the bregma. Tuberal posterior hypothalamus (Tub. p. H.) includes 
hypothalamic nuclei located in between −1.1 mm and −2.1 mm posterior to the 
bregma. The posterior hypothalamus (Post. H.) includes hypothalamic nuclei 
located between −2.1 mm and −3.4 mm posterior to the bregma and excluding 
the PSTN.  
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Input subregions that were part of the amygdala complex except for the CeL/C, 
LA, BLA and BLP were excluded from the analysis, namely the anterior 
amygdala area, bed nucleus of the accessory olfactory tract, nucleus of the lateral 
olfactory tract, basomedial amygdala nucleus, intercalated amygdala nucleus, 
medial amygdala nucleus, cortical amygdala area, posterior amygdala nucleus, 
piriform-amygdala area and postpiriform transition nucleus. Additionally, a small 
number of starter neurons were found in the neighbouring nuclei namely GP, CP, 
SI and the very lateral part of the LH. Although these neurons accounted for a 
small portion of the total starter neurons, input cells from these areas were 
excluded of the analysis.  
The numbers of input neurons in subregions, were normalized to the total number 
of input cells counted in each animal. Areas that contained <1% of the total inputs 
to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ and CeASst neurons all together were excluded.  
For comparison of the number of input cells to CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ that belong 
to the amygdala complex (CeA, LA, aBLA and pBLA) versus non-amygdala 
related nuclei (isocortex, olfactory areas, hippocampal formation, pallidum, 
thalamus, hypothalamus, midbrain and pons) all inputs cells were taken into 
account for the calculations. 
For identification of long range presynaptic partners to CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ, CeASst 
neurons, PBN-projecting CeA and PBN-projecting CeAHtr2a neurons, input cells 
that belong to the amygdala complex (CeA, LA, aBLA and pBLA) were excluded 
of the analysis and only the input cells in the 21 remaining subregions were taken 
into account for the calculations 
5.9.4. Identification of lPBN inputs onto CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons 
For quantification of lPBN inputs to CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons, all 50 μm 
thick coronal sections where RABV-eGFP+ cells were visible in the lPBN (from 
−5.0 to −5.55 mm posterior to bregma) were immunostained for CGRP protein. 
Z-stack images were acquired and analysed using ImageJ (NIH). 
5.9.5. Identification of axonal projections of CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ 
neurons  
For identification of axonal projections of CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons, the 
brains of Htr2a-Cre and Prkcd-Cre mice that had been stereotaxically injected in 
the CeA with an AAV-Flex-SynMyc virus were cut into 70 μm thick coronal 
sections and one every third section were immunostained for myc protein. Z-stack 
images of all immunostained sections were acquired. 
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5.9.6. Digital three-dimensional (3D) CeA and mouse brain 
reconstructions  
For analysis of spatial distribution of CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons, the CeA of 
an Htr2a-Cre;LacZ mouse was cut into 50 μm thick coronal sections and 
immunostained for β-Gal (as a marker of Htr2a-Cre+ neurons) and PKCδ 
proteins. Z-stack images of all sections from −1.1 to −1.7 mm posterior to bregma 
were acquired. 
For 3D reconstruction of CeAHtr2a neuronal projections, the brain of an Htr2a-Cre 
mice that had been stereotaxically injected in the CeA with an AAV-mCherry 
virus underwent brain tissue clearing procedure. Z-stack images of all 2 mm thick 
coronal brain sections were acquired. 
For analysis of spatial segregation of CeL/C projection neurons, the CeA of WT 
mice that had been stereotaxically injected in the BNST and or LH and or PAG 
and or PBN with CTB conjugates, were cut into 70 μm thick coronal sections. Z-
stack images of all sections from −1.1 to −1.7 mm posterior to bregma were 
acquired. 
Processing of Z-stack images and 3D reconstructions were done using Amira 
software (Visage Imaging). First, fluorescence intensity attenuation in the z 
direction was corrected using the Correct Z Drop module for each z-stack image. 
Using the Transform Editor, the spatial positions of each z-stack were then 
manually transformed using a combination of translations and rotations in order 
to roughly align them with respect to one another. In order to turn the initial serial 
images into a correct 3D model, z-stacks were then concatenated (each channel 
separately) and manually aligned by translating and rotating the upper slices 
using the Align Slices module. Once one channel was properly aligned, the data 
set was resampled into a new aligned 3D image and this image was used as a 
reference to apply the exact same alignment to the other channels.  
For analysis of spatial distribution of CeAHtr2a and CeAPKCδ neurons, 3D images 
of β-Gal and PKCδ immunostained neurons were additionally rotated (using the 
Transform Editor) in the exact same angle so that the x-axis corresponded to the 
lateral-medial axis, the y-axis to the dorso-ventral axis and the z-axis to the rostro-
caudal axis of the brain. The Spot Detection module in Imaris (Bitplane) was 
finally used to both detect β-Gal and PKCδ expressing CeL/C neurons as well as 
to extract their digital coordinates along the x, y and z axes. 
For 3D reconstruction of CeAHtr2a neuronal projections, the Segmentation Editor 
was used to manually segment the neuronal projections and the edge of the brain. 
3D rendering of manually segmented brain surface was generated with the 
Surface View module. A 3D impression of CeAHtr2a axonal projections as well as 
colour coding of the intensity of fluorescence pixels was completed with the 
Volume Rendering module using as labels the segmented neuronal projections. 
For analysis of spatial segregation of CeL/C projection neurons, I additionally 
needed to compare projection neuron distributions across mice and so to register 
all tracing brains to one common coordinate system. For this, one tracing brain 
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was chosen as a reference and all the other ones were registered to the reference 
brain using the Register Images module. First, the CeL/C of each tracing brain 
was manually segmented using the Segmentation Editor and based on Paxinos 
and Franklin’s atlas163 and all segmented CeAs were saved as labels. In the 
Register Images module I then used as a reference, the CeA label of the chosen 
tracing brain and as a metric, the option: Label Difference. All transformations 
were rigid.   
I additionally rotated all registered data sets (using the Transform Editor) in the 
exact same angle so that the x-axis corresponded to the lateral-medial axis, the y-
axis to the dorso-ventral axis and the z-axis to the rostro-caudal axis of the brain. 
Retrogradely labelled cell bodies were reconstructed using the Interactive 
Thresholding module and as masks, the corresponding segmented CeA labels. 
Cell bodies inferior to 12 μm in diameter on the x and y axes were discarded using 
the Remove Small Spots module. Finally, digital coordinates along the x, y, and 
z axes of reconstructed cell bodies were extracted using the Measure and Analyse, 
Individual measures, Label analyses and Basic modules  
5.10. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Frequency distributions, smoothed curves as well as linear and nonlinear least 
squares (Gaussian) regression fitting were performed using GraphPad Prism 
(GraphPad). Raw data were smoothed by averaging two neighboring points and 
fitting the curve to a second order polynomial. 
Two-dimensional kernel density estimations were used to estimate the probability 
density functions of CeAHtr2a, CeAPKCδ, PAG- and PBN-projecting neurons 
location along the x and y axes and were created in R (http://www.r-project.org/) 
using the ‘kde2d’ function provided in the ‘MASS’ library. Bandwidths in the 
density estimation were chosen using the “bandwidth.nrd” function. Estimates 
were graphically displayed as contour plots, with the contour lines connecting 
points of equal probability density and drawn for probability density values 
between 10 to 90% of the probability density in step of 20%.  
Coefficients of variation were calculated in excel as the ratio of the standard 
deviation to the mean.  
For clustering analysis of input regions, I created a table for each experimental 
brain containing the exact number of input cells (RABV-eGFP+) counted in each 
subregion. Pairwise correlations (Pearson coefficient) as well as P values from a 
two-tailed unpaired t tests were then calculated in Excel (Microsoft). 
Hierarchically clustered heat maps and dendrograms representing high 
correlation or anticorrelation between regions were created in R (http://www.r-
project.org/) using the ‘heatmap.2’ from the ‘gplots’ package function.  
Significance levels are indicated as follows: *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001.
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ABBREVIATIONS 
AAV Adeno-associated virus 
aBLA Basolateral amygdala anterior division 
AGRP Agouti-related protein 
aPVT Paraventricular thalamus, anterior division 
Arc Arcuate nucleus 
BLA Basolateral amygdala 
BMA Basomedial amygdala 
BNST Bed nucleus of the stria terminalis 
BSA Bovine serum albumin 
CAV Canine adenovirus type 2 
CeA Central amygdala 
CeC Central amygdala capsular division 
CeL Central amygdala capsular division 
CeL/C Central amygdala capsular and lateral divisions 
CeM Central amygdala medial division 
CGRP Calcitonin gene-related peptide 
CGRPR Calcitonin gene-related peptide receptor 
COA Cortical amygdala area 
CP Caudoputamen 
Crh Corticotropin-releasing hormone 
CTB Cholera toxin subunit B 
CUN Cuneiform nucleus 
CV Coefficient of variation 
Cx Cortex 
DR Dorsal Raphe 
eGFP Enhanced green fluorescent protein 
Enth. Entorhinal cortex 
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EnvA Envelope protein A 
FISH Fluorescent in situ hybridization 
FS FundFSus striatum 
GFP Green fluorescent protein 
GP Globus pallidus 
Hipp. Hippocampus 
HSV Herpes simplex virus 
Htr2a 5-Hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 2a 
IA Intercalated amygdala nucleus 
IC Insula cortex 
IHC Immunohistochemistry 
int Internal capsule 
LA Lateral amygdala 
LC Locus Coeruleus 
LH Lateral hypothalamus  
LiCl Lithium Chloride 
lPBN Lateral parabrachial nucleus 
MeA Medial amygdala 
mPBN Medial parabrachial nucleus 
MRN Midbrain reticular nucleus 
mRNA Messenger ribonucleic acid 
Multi. 
Thal. 
Multimodal thalamus 
NTS Nucleus of the solitary tract 
Nts Neurotensin 
Opt Optic tract 
PAA Piriform amygdala area 
PAG Periaqueductal gray 
pBLA Basolateral amygdala posterior division 
PBle external lateral division of the lateral parabrachial nucleus 
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PBN Parabrachial nucleus 
PBS Phosphate-buffered saline 
PFA Paraformaldehyde 
Pir. Piriform cortex 
PKCδ Protein kinase C delta 
PO H. Preoptic hypothalamus 
POMC Pro-opiomelanocortin 
Post. H.  Posterior hypothalamus 
pPVT Paraventricular thalamus, posterior division 
PRN Pontine reticular nucleus 
PSTN Parasubthalamic nucleus 
PVH Paraventricular hypothalamus 
PVT Paraventricular thalamus 
RABV Rabies virus 
RF Reticular formation 
RR Midbrain reticular nucleus, retrorubral area 
RT Room temperature 
SI Substantia innominata 
SN Substantia nigra 
SNL substantia nigra lateralis 
Sst Somatostatin 
Tac2 Tachykinin 2 
TR Postpiriform transition area 
Tub. p. H.  Tuberal posterior hypothalamus 
vlPAG Ventro-lateral periaqueductal gray 
vmPFC Ventromedial-prefrontal cortex 
VP Ventral pallidum 
VPMpc Ventral posteromedial nucleus of the thalamus, parvicellular part 
VTA Ventral tegmental area 
β-Gal Beta-galactosidase 
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